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EDITORIAL
"A UNITY OF PARTS" the cover theme of Kanyana '71 is most appropriate in that it represents both International 
House and this magazine. Our college is indeed a "U n ity  of parts" and no matter what the strengths or weaknesses of that 
"u n ity ", it comprises many "parts" of the world. The idealistic concept of "Brotherhood" is of course a noble one which can 
perhaps only be realized on an individual basis and indeed, many firm  and long-lasting friendships have been and w ill continue 
to be formed at International nebulous "brotherhood" I believe we should be gratified by this individual "brotherhood" 
which certainly does exist. The aims o f the idealist are seldom realized and can perhaps best be phrased in the words of the 
late Robert F. Kennedy now expressed in a popular song: Some men dream of things as they are and say 'Why?'
I dream of things as they never were and say 'Why not?".
Such dreaming is of course a relatively useless pastime, and I believe that the realistic resident, who, realizing our 
limitations, actively works towards our aims and ideals will leave least disillusioned and most rewarded by our special kind of 
personal "brotherhood".
Kanyana '71 is merely a reflection of the thoughts, interactions and activities of International- House in 1971. It to o  isa 
"un ity  of parts"— many and varied parts in fact,(ranging from articles on prize dairy cattle to moving poetry and informative 
accounts of social and sporting activities during the year); united in being the expression of students-in a common "home 
away from home"— International House.
Those obsessed with wander-lust, should not miss "By 
B irth — a British; By Originality _  a Chinese", John Chiu's 
interesting and informative account o f "Hong Kong" — "a 
city of contrasts" — "where Buddist parents are quite happy 
to take their little children to a Christian chapel service" 
and "on the morning bus, one can often see a modern 
office secretary, dressed in her most up-to-date western 
dress, discussing the dinner menu with her market-going 
'amah' dressed in typical chínese style. The questioning 
mind w ill sympathize with Bruce Manser who questions the 
"Shaky Foundations" on which "prefabricated goals, be 
they personal or communal" are achieved, fo r "behind that 
outward veil of confidence is a being whose foundations are 
at least as shaky as my own".
In "A  Delight to the Eye—  Why and fo r how long?" Bill 
Tranter describes the passing of an Australian era and 
attempts to explain to the "ordinary man" who claims "We 
drink bottled milk, not cows' milk; the affin ity many dairy 
farmers have fo r their animals"— "something that has long 
puzzled the psychologists".
A few words of advice to both the Mums and Dads and 
the younger set on the generation gap from Robin Mcllwain 
who claims that "Two wrongs don't make a right".
Rod Frail's "Journey" takes us "away, away from the 
infectious clutch of that festering concrete scab" to the 
"fresh, clean country —  God-made country stretching out 
like arms flung open to receive us", while Grant Vinning's 
"So Much for Puff— the Magic One" has a few comments 
on "Sleepy Santa Lucia".
We present then a spate of College-orientated articles. 
Firstly, four Sociology students, Janet Buchannan, Graeme 
Baguley, Joan Burgess, Leah Eric and Clive Savage present 
their study "International House —  A Socio-Cultural 
system" written from the results of a survey of opinions of 
College residents. "I.H.—  the Cross-Cultural Intercourse that 
led to Misscarriage" represents Chris Clarkson's appraisal of 
the present situation and concludes with some alternative 
Canadian ideas which could make "brotherhood" a more 
workable concept.
Mr. Bert Martin, President I.H. Board of Governors 
¡explains "Why International House?" in a factual account 
of the establishment of I.H. Our Warden Ivor Cribb then 
reports on his overseas trip in "Leave and Absence" during 
Which he attended conferences, visited other I.H.'s, met a 
dumber of "O ld Internationals" and returned with many 
suggestions which he believes could be successfully adopted 
here. One of the most interesting is a candle-passing 
ceremony at Valedictory dinners accompanied by this
pledge: "As light begets light, so love, friendship and 
goodwill are passed from one another. We, who have come 
from many nations to live in one Fellowship at, 
International House promise one another to pass the light 
wherever we go". One can't help but feel that our fire may 
need a little  stoking!
Finally, President Joe Chuma reports that "1971 leaves a 
conglomeration of feelings in his m ind" and illucidates in 
his usual verbose manner.
And so we present Kanyana '71 - truly a "U N ITY  OF 
PARTS"! ED.
Rodney "Warden" Grant
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BY B/RTH-A BRITISH 
BY ORIGINALITY—A CHINESE
Although rejecting any role as "British", they all travel 
by the British Passport, their official identification 
document. Though being born in a "British Colony", and 
classified as a British Subject, they however, always proudly 
admit themselves as "Chinese" as described by the basis of 
their language and place of origin. To them, place of birth 
or temporary residence doesn't change their nationality at 
all!
They are most of the Chinese, that compose the 98% of 
the 4.2 million population of Hong Kong.
Being influenced by trades and affairs with foreign 
countries, these 4 million Chinese still conserve most of 
their own traditions and culture which are intensely 
westernized.
Nearly every child in Hong Kong is given the 
opportunity of attending primary school where basic 
education is provided. From the millionaire rich to the 
penniless poor, the younger generations in the colony 
nowadays are literate, both in English and Chinese. Free 
schools, financially subsidised by the government, are 
established on the roofs of some ten or twenty storey-high 
resettlement buildings. These are for the poorer children— 
whose parents could merely provide the family with two 
meals a day—to have just an equal chance to be educated as 
those from more well-off family. Other schools, run by 
private communities, mostly churches, are better equipped 
and attended by children of the middle class. A few schools 
are established specially for the Europeans or the minority 
of non-Chinese speaking children in the colony. These 
schools provide foreign languages such as Spanish, or 
French, or Portuguese which is introduced under the 
influence of the nearby Portuguese colony Macau—situated 
about 50 miles west of Hong Kong. However, a few Chinese 
families exhaust their expenses to have their children 
educated in these schools, bearing in mind the prejudice 
that to be with the Europeans is to be in a "higher class" 
than the majority of Chinese.
The geese are soon from the ducks as one steps into the 
stage of secondary education. A  public exam—"Secondary 
School Entrance Examination"—terminates the six year 
primary school. Students with good results are allotted to 
the best government high schools where expenditure is at a 
minimum rate, and scholarships are awarded as an 
encouragement to such students. So chances of better 
education are not so much limited by the family 
background but entirely by the diligence and ability of the 
child.
The education system in Hong Kong is a typical 
pyramid, with the university education sitting on its vertex. 
During a year, thousands of matriculated students are 
achieving sound qualifications for the entrance of 
university. However, due to limited vacancies, only the ones 
with better results have the chance to experience the 
university life provided by the two local universities— 
University of Hong Kong and the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. Due to this highly competitive situation, many 
Hong Kong students leave the colony to seek education 
overseas mainly in the U.S.A., U.K. and Australia.
The domination of church-run schools leads to a strong 
faith in Christianity in the majority of the youth in the 
colony, while the older generation submit their faith in the 
Chinese original Buddism and Taoism. It seems that there 
exists a mutual understanding between each other, 
acknowledging the fact that religion is merely a personal 
belief, with which to entrust one's mind in this complicated 
society. The difference in religious concepts or traditions 
has rarely been the cause of any disputes or abuses between 
different religious communities. Respects and co-operation 
are shown between churches and other religious societies. 
Even between members of family, religious belief is a 
liberty. The buddist parents are quite happy to take their 
little children to spend a Sunday evening in a chapel service. 
The celebration of the buddism "Heavenly Queen" festival 
is as colourful as the Christmas or Easter occasion. During 
this festival, all the temples or joss houses are decorated 
with banners and ribbons, lanterns and candles to promote
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the joyful atmosphere. In spite of the intense odour from 
the burning of incense polluting the air, many religious 
grandmas and mothers bustle in and out of these crowded 
temples, squeezing their way from altars to altars saying 
their solemn and sincere prayers to various gods and 
goddesses, so that their family may be prosperous and their 
ancestors souls be blessed in heaven. The spectacular and 
joyful atmosphere of a procession of boys and girls dressed 
in colourful old Chinese costumes and carrying the huge 
wooden carved idols on that day reflects a contrast to the 
solemnity and formality of the Palm Sunday of the 
Catholic church, in which the worshippers carry the palm 
leaves and the sacred image of the Holy Mother.
In a morning bus, one can often see a modern office 
secretary, dressed in her most up to date western fashion 
dress, discussing the dinner menu with her house "amah", 
who is on her way to the market in her old greyish typical 
Chinese style, cotton-made dress with long trunky sleeves 
and high collar. Most families in Hong Kong employ maids 
called "amahs" to help with the house work while the wife 
goes out to the office to earn for the improvements of 
household and better education for her children in the 
competitive society. These amahs, usually middle-age 
women who had come from mainland China, separated 
from their own families are often provided accommodation 
in the house of their employer. As days go by, the warmth 
and familiarity soon build up the close relationships and 
quite often, they are treated as members of the family.
Tourism has been the main factor of the fast growing 
developments in Hong Kong. Each year, during the 
Christmas holidays or other vacations, thousands of tourists 
flood the colony as they experience the eventful life in this 
"Pearl of the Orient" where the western and eastern
cultures mix in harmony. Inside the New Territories, the 
tourists w ill still see the old Chinese villages, surrounded by 
the stone walls and moat; w ithin which some old chínese 
peasants still live in a community of their own as their 
ancestors did in olden China. The elegant and refined work 
of detailed carving on each pillar and ceiling of some old 
gracious Chinese pagodas in the colony w ill impress the 
tourist while they are sight-seeing in this "fragrant 
harbour"—the vernacular meaning of its name "Kong 
Kong".
In recent years, political riots have often disturbed the 
discipline of the colony. However, only the m inority 
involved has political intentions, while the majority of 
individuals who took part are mostly some mis-led youths 
seeking for adventure and excitement. While the rest of the 
world is disputing about the suitable representative for the 
Chinese people in this world, the Chinese population in 
Hong Kong—sitting at the edge o f the "bamboo curtain" 
and only three quarters of an hour fligh t from Taipei, the 
capital of Nationalist China awaits anxiously for the 
outcome of the dispute. They are concious of the fact that 
both the mainland and Taiwan bring prosperous aspects to 
the trade and international importance to the colony.
In three enigmatic decades distant, the lease on the 
ceded New Territories expires and nine-tenths of the colony 
must be handed back to China. Looking up at the Union 
Jack flying in the colony, a Chinese may stop and 
wonder—where would he belong to in a few decades from 
now? What a doubtful situation! However, he would never 
hesitate to admit proudly that he belongs to his people—the 
nation of brown complexion, ebony eyes and dark black 
hair, possessing an image of diligence and dexterity— 
Chinese,, no matter where he is, or under what political 
party's law!
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BRUCE MANSER
Shaky
Foundations?
No! Tower F is not about to collapse onto Tower C. In 
fact, this is perhaps one of the few predictions that can be 
stated with any certainty, assuming prevailing conditions 
fo r the immediate future. The decision, no doubt, for 
many, is intuitive. But are real life situations usually as clear 
cut as this? Is engineering exact in all its applications? What 
is the essence of a solid foundation in the society we form a 
part?
But this has nothing to do w ith me! I'm mature, capable 
of original thought and can be as bullheaded as the next 
guy. Come to think of it though, there was a time— straining 
the old memory a bit to delve back in the past— yes. There 
was a time when I used to wonder. My upbringing— it 
seemed okay— most things were not denied me, but I wasn't 
spoilt. Still I was dissatisfied. What was it that had been left 
out? What did I miss? Ascending the ladder, year by year, 
hoping to find a clue as to what I had been seeking, I find 
now that the whole affair had been so elusive. It escaped 
definition. I am lost. Even now, lost in a maze of 
misunderstanding, misconception and illusions that there 
must be an ultimate goal. I give up and relax; but tomorrow 
will raise the same doubts and bring to mind the same 
problems I feel must be solved.
This is a reaction, true o f most at some stage of life. 
There are problems facing our society which we feel must 
be solved and we ought to be able to solve them. Ought we? 
Isn't this a brave presumption? Let us try  to illuminate the 
entire area of thought with a concrete example. Though we 
may recognize many areas as being indecisive, we ask 
whether the pure and applied sciences have a firm basis. 
The answer is clearly no! The truth is that our whole 
technology is based on rather shaky foundations. Even the 
concept o f absolute length and time was reviewed but less 
than seventy years ago when Einstein proposed a 
"revolutionary" model of space and time. His theory claims 
that we all experience a private time and private ageing, 
which may differ for different individuals depending on 
what sequence of events may occur between two specified 
incidents familiar to both parties. An astronaut who travels 
at a. velocity comparable with the speed of light could 
return after several earth years have passed and be only a 
few weeks older than when he departed. This experiment 
has been proven with high velocity particles, muons, which 
live longer when travelling at high speeds with respect to 
earth.
So what? Precisely this. Most o f us are not familiar with 
concepts associated with Einstein's Relativity Theory 
though it has been with us (and is well documented) for the 
past f if ty  years. It is a fundamental theory which has never 
failed the test of experiment. Still we are reluctant to 
accept change because it is d ifficu lt to comprehend and 
apply. We settle for approximate solutions of problems, 
these being satisfactory fo r our purposes. These approxi­
mate solutions result from a collection of past theories 
which adequately describe many phenomena within our 
everyday experience. However, when we attempted to solve
problems outside our familiar range of experience, we ran 
into hot water. Extending our familiar experiences to 
problems involving velocities much greater than those of 
cars and aeroplanes was found to produce predictions 
unsubstantiated by experiment. Such projections were 
based on experience which was not relevant. Even though 
this could be remedied, many of us could not be bothered. 
We are prepared to omit this area of knowledge because it is 
d ifficu lt to comprehend and appears purely academic. A 
level has been reached where we reject information 
contradicting our fundamental understanding.
How often this approach is perpetuated in other areas. 
We wish to pass judgments on the future based upon our 
limited experience and understanding of life. It is assumed 
that our contact with people and life has all been relevant 
and applicable to a final formulation into a decision to act. 
We are qualified to take a part in our own future. The 
information we wish to collect has been collected and 
conclusions drawn accordingly. Naturally we all have our 
own opinion of what is relevant, what affects us, and that 
which we cannot comprehend and do not wish to 
understand is omitted. We simplify our environment to a 
level where we feel that the various interactions are 
approximately understood. Then we take a leap, and air our 
grievances if ideals clash with the aspects of "theories" (or 
understandings of life) we have formulated, or sit back 
happily if we agree. Either way, projections have a rather 
flimsy basis. Nothing is tru ly fact, life consisting of heaps of 
probabilities and possibilities. Forecasts are made on the 
basis of simplifications characteristic of an individual or 
small group because there exists no General Theory of Life 
equivalent to the General Theory o f Relativity. The latter 
has clear cut implications but is d ifficu lt to  comprehend, so 
few o f us avail ourselves o f the opportunity to strengthen 
our foundation knowledge. It is any wonder then that 
society consists of a merry-go-round of people coming up 
with half baked decisions originating from a half hearted 
attempt to understand a situation.
Lifetime aims often reduce to achieving some pre­
fabricated goals, be they personal or communal. What can 
be said o f their worthiness? Are they the culmination of 
good sound thinking resulting from a solid foundation? 
True it is that we have no absolute criterion for judging 
whether we qualify for a decision on the basis of our past 
experiences being "approximately" relevant. If we assume 
that everyone is qualified then "everyone" needs to be 
taught how to critically evaluate his own qualifications.
In decision making, we know the facts w ill be simplified. 
Everything will be simplified to a level where we have some 
facts even if they are not really certainties. That Tower F 
w ill not collapse in the immediate future seems a reasonable 
enough proposal, so that it seems safe then to recommend 
International House to students for a place of residence. 
The number of variables was reduced to one, our 
experience called upon to pass judgment and a projection 
then announced. Most accent was placed upon the question 
most familiar to me with regards "safeness". I have some
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measure of confidence in those who have gone before me. 
Besides that, I investigated the problem in a truly 
commendable fashion on engineering standards. If there are 
some other problems, perhaps social, psycological, they are 
secondary to my decision. Anyhow, some other graduate is 
capable of handling the other questions pertinent to his 
field. But beware— his knowledge may be as shaky as your 
own but he will not tell you about it. Instead, a repertoire 
of selected words and phrases m ildly related to the question 
will flow  forth and you may be impressed— by what is really 
ignorance.
Throughout life, we look for something to do. 
Something to occupy the mind. Some try  to build, others 
destroy and still others destroy in the act of building. 
Machinery is an aid to man, but his environment becomes 
polluted and his physiological structure may suffer damage. 
Yet some have decided on the basis of experience that 
technological advancement is desirable. We have the right to 
question and interfere but all steps must be as positive as 
those prepared by the original initiator of the project. We 
need to be familiar with our facts and those we are trying 
to discredit. The drive to just do something is not good 
enough. A great deal of thought and effort has been 
expended in assessing a project and the advocators are not 
likely to yield under a barrage of physical violence devoid 
of rational reasoning at most levels of communication. We 
should not go o ff half cocked, hoping that some good will 
always result from a stir— hoping that people will become 
aware. Let us be aware. Only when we have the relevant 
experience should an attempt be made to voice opinions, 
lest more damage be done. People w ill be left in a state of 
utter confusion. If we are not prepared to go all the way in 
collecting experience to handle a situation, then a quiet 
corner is our just desert. A large group of enthusiasts 
itching for action looks impressive— even casts doubts in 
some people's minds. Surely, they conclude, there must be 
an issue at stake. Often there is only one in a large group 
who may have the relevant experience— only one whose 
past can be extrapolated, to say what he feels the future 
should be. More often there is none.
Wherever we may find ourselves decisions will be made 
on "shaky foundations", on a basis of educated guesswork, 
hunches which may or may not pay off, but let us take one 
great big lesson from the past: if we are to oust an old 
theory, we must convince and influence a great number of 
people. If it w ill complicate life further, people will not 
want to believe it. They will prefer what they already have. 
We need to be sure of our own arguments. The foundations 
must be sounder than those we are trying to shake. Let us 
define clearly at an early stage what our goals are and 
assume ourselves that we are not just questioning someone 
else's works for the sake of something to do. Life can 
always be made more complex. Are we really simplifying 
life while affording maximum benefit if our ideas are 
implemented? Let us straighten our own backyard out first 
and decide what we want from life rather than flitting  from 
group to group sharing aims we never come to actually feel 
ourselves. Become aware ourselves. Even the obvious is not 
really obvious. Your time is not my time for time is not 
universal. Your predictions have a different viewing from 
mine. Don't try to change the world overnight. Don't try  to 
change it in a day, for behind that outward veil of 
confidence is a being whose foundations are at least as 
shaky as my own. I know it, and now so should you. n
MAN
Man; the highest and the lowest animal 
Who dwells upon the face o f this 
Rough and unsympathetic planet 
Thinks that he alone 
Can survive the tests o f time 
Unscathed; with pride and ambition 
He carves a niche in the barren rocky face 
Of this desolate and forgotten 
Corner o f the universe.
Alone he faces Nature—confident that he 
Can conquer and subject the noble lady 
To his ambitious and destructive will.
But pride and ambition prove useless tools, 
And even more useless weapons 
Against time: the conqueror o f a ll!
Carolyn Lobegeier.
CONTEMPLATION
Do / deserve this bliss 
Or do / have to pay 
A high price fo r it?
Experience had le ft me b itter 
OR have / gain from it?
Did / take and never give 
Or did  / give to little?
Will this be just another chapter 
In the book o f Ufe 
Oh God
I f  the worse comes to worse 
Give me the strength and wisdom 
To fare i t  like a man 
Cause / don't have the strength 
To go through another torment.
Chutan, 1967.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper is an amalgamation of the efforts of five 
students who have answered Topic 3 as a jo in t project, 
taking their residential college as the basis for study. This 
basic aim of the project has been to describe their college 
(International House) from information obtained through 
surveys, observations and their experiences as a 
socio-cultural system.
Several methods were used to obtain necessary material 
for the project. One of these was a survey on student 
opinions and ideas on the college's goals, its values, norms 
and beliefs. This was in the form of a questionnaire 
delivered door-to-door to everyone in the college. About a 
hundred and twenty were answered and returned to us 
promptly (ninety-six males and twenty-four females), half 
of whom were overseas students. It included questions 
whose answers gave us a general idea about how individual 
students regarded the community, hence enabling us to 
judge whether the term "socio-cultural system" was 
applicable to this particular group of people. Responses 
from- the subjects with regard to the questionnaire were 
very good and what follows the introduction is largely the 
fruits of the survey.
Both participant and non-participant observations were 
also made on social interactions among individuals and/or 
small groups, particularly during meals. Each person in the 
project-group also interviewed about six or seven people on 
one particular aspect of a socio-cultural system—goals, 
authority structure, role strains, norms etc.—giving us 
specific answers about each aspect of the community at 
International House.
The idea of an International House to provide "a 
meeting place and an environment congenial to cross- 
cultural education", was initiated by the Brisbane Rotary 
Club in 1955. This came as a result of the Club's research 
on overseas University students studying in Brisbane. The
research disclosed that many of them were living in 
unsatisfactory accommodation and did not have the 
facilities to meet and mix w ith Australian students.
International House is the end result of the findings of 
this research.
The paper will be presented in four sections, viz.
(i) Goals—'ostensible' and 'actual' i.e.
(ii) Authority Structure
(Mi) Roles—expectations and strains 
(iv) Values, norms and beliefs.
Each section, including the introduction and conclusion, 
has been written individually by the five authors. While, the 
social survey was undertaken as a group effort.
(I) Goals — 'ostensible' and 'actual'
The analysis of the data obtained from the questionnaire 
and interviews suggests that International House is one of 
the most desirable colleges on the campus to live in because 
of the quality and type of the attitudes of its residents. The 
students at International House think maturely and exhibit 
a high degree of adjustment illustrated by their attitudes to 
college and individual goals.
Maturity, one justification of the preceeding suggestion, 
is revealed by the realistic ideal ism 1 that most residents 
show with regard to their attitudes towards college goals. 
The majority of students feel that the main aim and most 
important function of International House is 'brotherhood', 
but when they consider the workability of this concept 
their realism expresses itself in their awareness that this 
beautiful idea of brotherly harmony works, even with best 
efforts, incompletely. More specifically, the atmosphere is 
generally fe lt to be personal, yet at the same time this 
incompleteness is often present in personal relationships. 
Besides the idealisitic aspects, members realise that 
International House provides for their material needs and 
university convenience.
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Besides maturity shown by this realistic approach 
towards idealistic goals, the residents also exhibit a high 
degree of adjustment to college life which results in a 
friendly atmosphere. The survey information illustrates this 
idea by showing that the majority regard the way of life in 
International House as being best suited to satisfy their 
needs. Also, they regard International House as a 
community, the tota lity of feelings and attitudes that bind 
individuals into a distinctive sub-group having many of the 
characteristics of society2. From International House, they 
also receive academic help. In other words, students find 
the process of achieving these various social, academic, and 
material goals satisfying. This satisfaction is possibly the 
clearest expression of student adjustment since " . . .  when 
the group goal is accepted by a member (theoretically, 
incoming members are accepting brotherhood as a goal) he 
is motivated for the group to achieve the goal and is 
satisfied when it does so".3 It is evident, especially in small 
groups, that the ostensible goal of 'brotherhood' is being 
accomplished, thus leading to an understanding or 
awareness of human nature. Even in the cases where it is 
not evident now, there are strong possibilities that benefits 
will be reaped in the future by the continuing development 
of its residents into worthwhile citizens. The main 
contributions of the members in attempts to reach the goals 
have been made through talking, sports, college coffee, 
soiree, car rallies, etc. This leads the members to feel that 
they have accomplished something making their efforts 
worthwhile. Also, they enjoy feeling the return effects— In­
ternational House satisfaction of their needs.
So even though the college members support the 
idealistic goal of brotherhood, they take a realistic 
approach by attempting to become aware, then respect, if 
not understand, human nature. This leads to the 
accomplishment of the college's goal through its members, 
besides the individual goals being satisfied through the 
college. This results in happiness indicative of a satisfying 
degree of adjustment. With the college's aid and the 
students' mature and well adjusted attitudes toward college 
and brotherhood, International House is undoubtedly a 
favourable place for a university student to live.
1. Used in the sense of that state of mind where a person (1) 
espouses high ideals (2) does all possible to achieve these ideals, 
but (3) recognizes and (4) accepts the fact that they will only be 
partially realized.
2. Henry Pratt Fairchild, Dictionary of Sociology, U.S.A., 
Littlefield, Adams, and Company, 1959, p. 52.
3. John W. Thibant and Harold H. Kelley, The Social Psychology of 
Groups, U.S.A., John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1959, p. 258.
(II) Authority Structure
From information gathered in a survey and several 
interviews it appears that International House has a 
different kind of authority structure in comparison with 
most other colleges on Queensland University campus. This 
difference we suggest is a reflection a greater maturity of 
students illustrated by such things as at International 
House, people being treated as adults whereas at certain
other colleges, people are more subject to a control which 
has just the faintest overtones of boarding school.
Big statements. Let us look at some facts to see to what 
degree they are justified, if at all.
Firstly, the type of authority which is exercised in 
International House tends to be of a laissez-faire nature i.e. 
people are reasonably free from over control provided they 
keep within certain broad limits.1 Some other colleges, so 
we are informed, tend toward the opposite end of the 
spectrum in that their Wardens place greater emphasis on 
the keeping of specific sets of rules; could perhaps even be 
said to be authoritarian to a degree. Immediately, then, we 
have the implication that International House residents are 
seen more as adults than as students whereas certain other 
colleges see their residents more as students than as adults.
Officially, the ultimate authority in this college is the 
Board of Governors (B.O.G.). They have control over 
money in the form of student residential fees. This is a real 
power, but is subject to certain qualifications. First of all 
the B.O.G. only meets once a month. The members of the 
B.O.G. understandably see their main purpose as earning a 
living; their board duties being of a secondary nature. 
Further they are not personally known to the students and 
vice versa. All of this is indicative of the fact that the 
B.O.G.'s contact with college affairs is of a limited 
nature— which leads us to the Warden, who, in a manner of 
speaking, is the B.O.G.'s right hand; being appointed by 
them.
He acts as liaison officer between the college and the 
B.O.G., and is possibly one of the biggest single contacts 
the board has with the college, which of course increases 
the importance of his position somewhat. He is the man 
responsible for running the college from day to day and 
therefore is possibly the one person with his finger right on 
the pulse, so to speak. This intimate knowledge is power 
when translated into suggestions to the Board, who 
generally act in accordance with his wishes.
It would be a mistake however to see the Warden as 
more powerful than the B.O.G. Possibly, the major factor 
tempering the Warden's power in the direction is the 
board's Chairman, out of whose inspiration Brisbane 
International House was built. Naturally, therefore, the 
Chairman has a vital interest in college affairs, and he makes 
a point of keeping in close touch to the extent of visiting 
about three times a week. It's still not the same contact the 
Warden has, but is certainly sufficient to keep him much 
more informed than the rest of the B.O.G.
The two power men in the place then are first of all the 
Chairman, and below him the Warden; both men we suggest 
have a degree more power than is actually defined by their 
position.
The Warden's handling of students is characterized by 
autonomy. This has to be examined in the light of his 
attitude to authority to be fu lly  understood. He sees 
discipline as behaviour directed by internalized values 
rather than something which has to be enforced by fines.
cont. on page 16.
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FALL SOFTLY, FALLSILEN
Fall softly, purple petals—fall silently to the grounc 
''Fall gently, purple petals—spread your floral carpet do i 
Fly sw iftly, little  grey bird—while yet youth is in yoB, 
wings, «
For tomorrow, age may cripple you—and sorrow 
d ip  your wings.
Breathe deeply, and taste the sweet fresh air,
Breathe deep, and savour i t  while you may;
Run wild in fields oh long green grass,
Feel free; fo r soon all this may pass.
Tomorrow dust may hide the sun—
And the grass may wither and die away.
Carolyn Lobegeier
IO.
“A DELIGHT TO THE EYE— WHY 
AND FOR HOW LONG?”
W. P. Tranter
“ The highest achievement of the breeders art, the flower 
of the boremi race; for the dairyman and farmer a perenial 
source of income; for the lover of purebred stock a delight 
to the eye and a source of abiding pleasure and interest."
This is a favourite quotation of enthusiastic breeders of 
dairy animals irrespective of the size, shape or colour of 
their particular choice of breed.
People often ask me how it is that anyone could find so 
great an interest in animals which by nature are relatively 
uninspiring. To the "ordinary man cattle are merely 
machines for producing milk and fo r a small but 
recognizable group— "We drink bottled milk, not cows' 
milk". The affin ity many dairy farmers have for their 
animals has long puzzled psychologists for cows are not 
particularly noted for their loyalty or affection fo r human 
beings and they are essentially creatures of habit.
The real reason is not known but what is known is that 
for the farmer each individual cow is not merely a cog in 
the machinery of obtaining milk from the herd twice a day 
for seven days a week. Over the years, success in dairying 
has been attributed to the ability of the farmer to know his 
cattle and so be in the position to get the best from them.
For although you may not believe it, cows possess 
numerous characteristics in common with people. In any 
herd some are temperamental— easy to report; others 
co-operative— the easy-going type. Some make a great deal 
of noise— always push up to the front; some are 
timid-always last in the yard. Some are upstanding in 
stature; others slouch. Some are energetic— the workers—  
and always the first out to graze; others slow and always 
the last. Some possess a high resistance to pain and sickness; 
others hypochondriacal. And so it goes on. The farmer, 
therefore, must have the remarkable ability to "get on" 
with all types for if he doesn't his animals won't respond 
with production.
The stud breeder is, also, a specialist and must be 
forgiven, if, at times, he becomes political and speaks 
eloquently about a sweet head, a lovely top line, style or 
parade, a beautiful vessel and magnificent teat placement. 
Every farmer likes to think he has an "eye" for a good 
beast and if you wander through his herd, he is certain to 
point out his good type cows and w ill "pun" a little  if you 
compliment him on having a good herd of dairy cows.
For you see, the breeder must be a highly specialized 
person. As with the painter, the sculptor and the architect, 
he is seeking perfection in form and outline. He realises that 
the production of each cow will depend basically on her 
type and shape and so breeds his cattle accordingly. If he 
happens to breed a particularly good animal, he treats it as 
a personal achievement— pride in his own cattle keeps 
increasing.
These two features (his ability to "get on" and his role 
as a specialist) are only two of a countless number which 
force the farmer into possessing a deep and long lasting 
interest in his cattle. And no matter what anyone else may 
think, each farmer is convinced that he owns "a pretty 
good herd of cows". Although they may not be prize 
winners, they have made it possible for him to own his 
farm, to build a new home and buy a new car every other 
year.
However, there is one further point— if you can now 
appreciate even a small fraction of the above, you w ill begin 
to understand the problems often referred to in the 
re-organisation of our rural industries.
Most Australian farmers today are enjoying little  except 
sunshine and fresh air. They have been overtaken by the 
forces of 20th Century economics. And the only path many 
of them can see is that which leads to the city and a job 
they do not want.
There is some hope for our land but it involves a lo t of 
people and is bringing changes that tear at the basic ties of 
man and earth. Farming is becoming big business with big 
machines and big men who use computors and wear suits. 
The cocky has gone and his more sophisticated cousing is 
going and big corporations are moving in.
It is very sad and our land is seeing a period of human 
tragedy more telling and final than ever reported by Henry 
Lawson. His were the stories of a beginning, of battlers 
setting out.
Todays stories are of an end. Of families who battled a 
hundred years ago, saw some years of prosperity and are 
now getting out. Some will not get out and so they just 
earn less. Some are finding more money and switching to 
the ways of the new big farmers.
But they are all changing. Something that was very 
Australian has come to an end.
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The Two Wrongs
Today there's a lot of talk about the "Generation Gap". 
Everyday one hears of the "new" generation—and about 
parents who just "don't understand these kids".
There are T V  specials, magazine articles, even books 
about the "hip scene", the drug explosion, new dress styles, 
the problem of runaways, teenage marriages, rock 
festivals—and the rest.
The unfortunate fact is that most of what we hear is 
from the "establishment" point of view. Not enough of 
them analyse both points of view, and try to explain how 
both generations can close the mental chasm between them. 
Don't you think it's time we heard less of the "Gap", and 
more of a new found "communication" between the two 
generations?
Let's stop a moment—teenagers and parents—great 
generation gap—how can it be bridged—it's really like 
talking to somebody from outerspace, isn't it?
It starts where many parents realize (many, many, more 
don't) that they have lost the ability to really help their 
teenagers. A barrier has developed between themselves and 
their children and that is why parents need to listen to the 
generation they've lost contact with.
This generation looks at them and asks "why should I be 
like you?"—"what do you have to offer? You don't have 
happiness, you don't have answers. Look at the sad shape 
your world is in. Since the day I was born. I've had to live 
under the threat of being blown to bits. Everyday of my 
life has been spent under the shadow of the bomb. This is 
your world—you made it this way. You want me to be like 
you? You've got to be kidding! No, man, I'm going to do 
my own thing. I've got a message for you. You'd better 
clean up your own backyard, you know. You've been 
throwing stones while living in glass houses! Look at you 
man. If your way is no good—why do you have so many 
hangups?"
Robin Mcliwain
"You tell us to lay off the pot and hash. Man, all we do 
is burn off a couple of joints a week—But you smoke away 
at two or more packs a day. Man, it says plainly on the side 
of the pack: Caution, cigaretts are dangerous to health. But 
you say we're going to ruin our health—well we say drugs 
aren't harmful and some aren't even addictive.
"You tell us to stop wearing these clothes and cut the 
hair—we say it is not important what we wear or how long 
our hair is. The really important thing is what kind of 
person you are deep under.
"You tell us no premarital sex, to save what we have for 
marriage. But look at you. Here you are 'making it on the 
sly'. Listen, we're living in your push-button world". Push 
the wrong button and the world goes up in a puff of smoke. 
No, man. We live for today, not for the dust of tomorrow.
And marriage—the only real and trusting love is a love 
that is free—a love that can survive without the bonds of 
security which society places about us in a dull, fruitless 
ceremony called the wedding. This taking the vow only 
proves that that particular love must have some 
reinforcement and security, because it cannot survive on its 
own accord.
The whole "straight" world is just one great big double 
standard. You know, it's ironic, isn't it? Like, I did notask 
to be born into this world. Nobody asked me! This is 
YOUR W O R L D -N O T  MINE.
"Go to Sunday School and learn the Golden rule? Ha, 
you teach me to love my neighbour PEA CE and LO VE, and 
all that stuff. You don't know what the meaning of it is.
"You tell me I ought to get a job and work. Why should 
I? Look where work gets you? Two hours everyday 
fighting, eight hours a day chained to a desk and debts 
you've never going to pay off. All you have are frustrations, 
hang-ups and ulcers. And look at you—bent and worked out 
for nothing telling us to work!"
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Young people can't escape the impact of pot, sex, and a 
whole host of wrong attitudes and practices in TH EIR  
SO C IETY. They are, in most cases (assuming that your case 
is no exception), part and parcel—in one degree or 
another—of the new wave of thinking sweeping the younger 
generation.
Another Set of Double Standards. Well, I've bashed the 
parents enough about their unhappy world pretty hard, so 
now it's time for the other's turn.
Okay, we say that Mum and Dad don't have any peace 
or love—but then WHY are so many of us rioting in high 
schools, college campuses, bombing building, and destroy­
ing?
Above all, why should we HATE our parents—don't we 
believe in love?
What about our society—you know our hips. We have 
our peace symbol, the U.IM. does and so does the 
establishment, believe it or not?
But is there peace amoungst ourselves? No riots? No 
arguments? No gang and drug murders? Isn't time that both 
sides stopped for a moment and looked at themselves. Well 
we condemn mum and dad for smoking. We remind them 
of caution warning. Then we such away the next breath at 
pot, which comes with the same warning from the 
establishment.
So where's the Right? If parents do smoke while telling 
us not to use pot, does that suddenly justify our action? 
You know two wrongs don't make a right.
Anyway onto the next—we condemn mum and dad for 
sleeping around—what about us, the 300,000 known 
illegitimate births in the U.S.A.—Those babes did not ask to 
be born into world of pot and free love. Something doesn't 
jell—reasoning is messed up.
Two wrongs don't make a right. There are double 
standards on both sides.
When we're old enough to live, you tell us we're OLD 
ENOUGH TO DIE! We find guns in our hands and a bunch 
of "straights" running around us telling us to kill somebody 
that we don't even know. It just doesn't make sense! And 
even dying isn't enough for you you want us to die for 
NOTHING!
"Why should we fight to save your world? You're 
fouling the air so it isn't fit to breath, you're polluting the 
water till it ain't fit to drink. You tell us we're old enough 
to die for our country, but not old enough to vote in it. 
We're old enough to fight, but not old enough to drink.
That's just a partial list of complaints of the "now" 
generation against the "out" generation. There are more 
better than these, but these are the most prevalent at the 
moment.
Now for the "Do as I say, not as I do" philosophy of a 
generation of parents; many parents are naive in not 
realizing how teenagers view their "double-standard of 
morality—and this I feel is the primary cause of the 
generation gap—if only parents would W AKE UP.
Of course they usually mean well. They don't want their 
sons or daughters to mess up their lives. Yet parents are 
often guilty of the exact sins they condemn the teenagers 
for. So what's the result? The younger generation attach 
their parents way of life; They don't want to be like 
them—they don't like what they see in their elders.
So how do parents span such a drastic breach? It's 
simple—and hard at the same time: (i) Change your way of 
living and if the shoe fits—no more two packs (of what you 
like to take it) a day—no weekend sleep-ins with the best 
friend's wife—no drunken debauches—no more cheating on 
the income—no more sly remarks about the cops or racial 
prejudice for that matter. Spend a lot less time on bridge or 
golf, and a little more time with the family.
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The price o f
Victory and Defeat
Victory in all its breathtaking splendour; 
the priceless, precious moment, 
when strain o f w ill and cool temperament 
have trodden the path o f valour.
Reflecting upon the toil, excitement and anxieties
which now seem justified,
the pleasant trivialities
sacrificed no longer seem magnified.
Making martyrs out o f  mortals 
these ivory portals
o f fame and fortune r
continue to tempt successors o f  a different hewn tj™1
in another time and another day 
with undaunted zeal.
Ever onwards the ray
will shine on limits unsurpassed to reveal
rich untapped reserves.
Bleak darkness, a thwarted test o f nerves 
numbs the loser in despair.
A  victim o f sweeping tides which wear
away the foundation
with such devastating ferocity.
Hopes dashed, Tenacity 
forsakes the fatigued fortification, 
wounds Resourcefulness, 
and abets with the foe.
Suspended in time, a sadness 
prevails, clutching the throat in a throe.
But, fleeting is the moment o f jubilation and anguish.
To Uve, is to be able to relish 
at some time the ectasy o f victory, 
or to learn from the seeds o f defeat.
Tom Soo.
Anguish and Rebirth
The swaying tops o f the palms and trees 
and the warm sea breeze
A ct as a natural balm for the overwrought feelings
o f the silent meditator
Provide an outlet for his emotions
and a solitude for meditation and prayer.
The calm serenity and peaceful atmosphere 
enables him to think carefully and clearly. 
Melancholy, covering him with her shroud 
and enveloping him gradually 
allowing him to give way to his pent-up feelings. 
Reason, by her power, enlightening him 
and easing his problem and anguish o f mind.
Reality, using her gifts, make him see 
and face his problem, not run away.
Reason, in union with Understanding, 
by their combined forces, 
show him what to do.
Hope, giving him reason to start afresh, and 
comforting him.
A ll their united abilities helping him
giving him, reason to Uve
making him realize the beauty o f Life.
So that, even though he was bent on self-destruction 
they turned his mind from i t . . .  
and gave him the urge to Uve.
Kevin Wei.
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I.H .—THE C R O S S -C U L T U R A L  
IN TE R C O U R SE  T H A T  
LED TO  M IS C A R R IA G E
The time— 2.30 a.m.; the place— I.H., and some cretin in F15 in a wild burst of 
literary genius, is attempting to put words to his thoughts on what led this college 
along its lethargic path to social and intellectual stagnation. Chris Clarkson
Originally, the concept of attaining that international 
eutopia— 'brotherhood', seemed disgustingly easy. Throw 
up a few pseudo-oriental monoliths for public image; throw 
¡n a carefully selected cross-section of ethnic species; add 
alcohol, later on a b it of sex; and then leave to ferment. 
The result— the total spiritual union of enlightened minds 
rising above the petty hates and prejudices of mankind.
And yet, 10 years later, we have I.H. Brisbane— a 
stagnant bowl of two immiscible liquids with the resultant 
emulsion only being found when there is sufficient stimulus 
for interaction to occur. Why is it that when the college 
finally settles out to form its complex pattern of 
inter-woven social groups, racial differences still seem to be 
the strongest factor? Why is it  that seemingly broad-minded 
people come to college racially indifferent, and leave 
racially prejudiced? Why is that a third of the campus 
became activated over the apartheid issue, which was 
basically about racism, despite various claims to  the 
contrary; and yet merely a handful of collegiates turned up 
to debate our position one night after tea?
I personally feel that the answer doesn't lie in any 
academic theories on racism being basically attributed to 
one social group raising their status in their minds by 
considering other ethnic groups inferior and so on, but that 
the peculiar situation at I.H. is dependant to a large extent 
on the following factors.
Firstly, to call this place a university college is somewhat 
of a farce if one considers the average standard of debate, 
depth of discussion about college. This then, doesn't 
provide much chance of brotherhood occuring via youthful 
bursts of intellectual altruism. This same factor is tied up 
with the basic problem— that of apathy, particularly the 
resistant hybrid formed by Australian conditions of 
economic affluence and social stability.
As a result, few people can be bothered making friends 
with any one who is outside of their own intimate circle of 
interests— hence the chances of mixing with people from an
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alien culture are indeed slim. This in itself leads to the 
conclusion that for 'brotherhood' to prevail in Australia the 
overseas student must first become 'Australianized'. Hence 
he stands a far better chance of integration at another 
college where he is forced to mix due to the small number 
of people of his own interest-directed origins. Here at I.H. it 
is evident that it is far easier for overseas students to 
naturally coalesce into their own national groups.
Since I don 't expect human nature and hence the above 
factors to change, I feel the only solution lies in examining 
the reasons behind any effective integration that does 
occur, and the stimulus in each case seems to be a common 
interest or goal, especially where co-operation is involved, 
particularly sports. And I feel that future generations of 
college should look towards setting the stage whereby the 
college social structure is remoulded by people having to 
work together with far more effective interaction than at 
present.
Along this line, I feel that it would be worthwhile 
changing college to form a co-operative as is in existence at 
Waterloo, Canada, and I believe, I.H. New York. That is, we 
do away with college merely a convenient abode fo r study, 
do away with all the kitchen and cleaning staff, perhaps 
hire a professional cook, and each spend about 4 hours a 
week running the college (with obvious financial gain e.g. at 
Waterloo $14/wk. cf $28 for our present equivalent). 
Admittedly this would result in a few complications but 
considering the greater demands it would place upon the 
individual for co-operation, I think that the resultant 
atmosphere would be more vitalic, less petty, and in 
particular a greater chance of brotherhood prevailing 
through necessity.
Perhaps some people might not then be able to  devote 
their fu ll time to their courses, but it would be a pity if 
their life-style was changed to the extent that they 
graduated knowing a little  b it more about our existence 
than their own immediate course.
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He is the real power in the land however, as students who 
step too far out of line, find to their cost; having the 'ear' 
of the B.O.G. on the matter of student expulsion.
Below the Warden are the Tutors, who speak with the 
Warden's voice as regards their attitude to the exercising of 
'liberal' authority. They don't even have the power to fine 
people yet they are responsible for their various towers.2 
They themselves are arranged in a hierarchy with two senior 
and five subordinate. In fact, the subordinate tutors have 
more real power in their various towers because they have 
closer contact with these students they are responsible for.
Finally we have the students themselves. We will, firstly, 
present evidence to support the line we took on student 
maturity and then we will look at the implications of this 
maturity on the student hierarchy and the student club.
The survey showed that the majority of residents are 
between 20 and 24 years of age. Most of them therefore 
have had some experience of life— you would think. It was 
also revealed that, broadly speaking, humanities students 
make up at least 50% of the student body. I suggest that 
humanities students are at least in the position where they 
have the opportunity of becoming more socially aware, 
which awareness mainifests itself in a more mature attitude 
to college life. Also, there are at least 30 postgraduate 
students (1/5 of the whole) who appear to contribute to a 
more serious overtone in the atmosphere. People won't be 
accepted into the college unless they show some degree of 
responsibility in their answers to questions like— "Why do 
you want to join International House?"
For the implications of this, let us first consider the 
student hierarchy. Those of most other colleges are 
arranged fairly rigidly meted out to 1st year students. By 
contrast International House is one of the few that doesn't 
have a fresher system. There is a formal recognition of 
student hierarchy in the allotment of rooms but in practice 
1st year students are treated as equals by later year 
students.
The students' club is an interesting example of the clash 
between the more strict and the more liberal types of 
authority structure. Let us explain. The club consists of a 
central executive and a subordinate committee system; the 
whole being designed to promote social and 'cultural' 
activities; the theory being that the executive should 
exercise a strong control over the committees. To put it 
another way, the club is based on the idea that all 
individuals should be controlled and not that each 
individual should be responsible fo r controlling himself. 
This, I would point out, is incompatible with the existing 
attitude to authority. It is predictable therefore that the 
students' club in its present form will only work, if at all, 
imperfectly. It is significant that this prediction is borne 
out by the testimony of the majority of students who feel 
"the club is a failure". I suggest that students will continue 
to think like this until it is restructured on more 
laissez-faire principles. So, it's not so much that the student 
club is a failure, but rather that this type of club is not in
harmony with the power structure which is itself a 
reflection of adult student thinking.
A t the present time, students attend general business 
meetings reluctantly, if at all. 'College spirit' is a dying 
concept. What happens is that college members split up into 
various interest groups e.g. the magazine committee and the 
photographic club. Therefore with this in mind, if the 
executive were to delegate more of its power to committees 
by giving them a greater autonomy; (which of course means 
that the executive itself would decrease in power and 
importance) then there would be a club emphasizing the 
notion of individual member responsibility. Would it work? 
A t least because of its greater compatibility with the power 
structure the potential is there for a more efficient 
functioning than the present set up.
It is observable that in this, at the moment, in 
appropriate official instrument, the winds of change are 
already stirring. I suggest that the stirring is indicative of 
adult student thinking asserting itself in spite of the club, 
and will result eventually in a revolution (used in the 
broadest sense of the word) involving the radical 
restructuring of the club.
Consider the following as representative of the signs of 
the times.
International House was the first college on this campus 
to achieve student representation on the supervising body, 
in our case, the B.O.G. Also, the student club is gathering 
power into its hands by becoming responsible, at least in 
the initial stages for student discipline.
Finally, just as in the wider society— student behaviour 
tends to be functionally related to status positions within 
the student body. i.e. Because of their behaviour students 
are assigned certain positions, albeit unconsciously, within 
the student hierarchy. This sort of idea is illustrated by 
such facts as e.g. sporting powers being reflected in social 
status as well as indicating just plain physical ability.
It  is certainly true of some opinion leaders in 
International House that factors like sporting ability, 
physical build and attractiveness account for a certain 
degree of their influence, although it appears that generally 
there are more significant reasons like a 'willingness-to-get- 
involved' orientation and forceful personalities.
In conclusion, we have shown that International House, 
just like other organizations which can be described as 
socio-cultural systems— armies, hospitals etc., has an 
authority structure which is functionally dependent on who 
is involved in the type of activity these people are engaged 
in. In International House's case the more laissez-faire 
authority structure is a reflection of the thinking and 
activities of adult university students.
1. The rules as well as their enforcement tend to be more liberal 
than most other colleges.
2. The college consists of seven towers. One tutor is resident in and 
responsible for, each of the boys' towers (6). The girls' tower is 
looked after by two tutors.
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(Ill) Roles: expectations' and strains'
Information gathered from the interviews and 
participant observations, indicates that role expectation is 
split into two sections. By definition: role strain is the 
conflict which errupts when there are two opposing 
pressures in a situation (college life) and when these two 
lead to some form of conflict.
Firstly, all students are expected to adjust to college life. 
This poses a considerable problem, especially for foreign 
students. Each member is expected in some ways to 
participate in a field of activity whether sporting or cultural 
(debating, chess, photography) or helping to organize and 
run students' club and college activities. It is hoped this will 
introduce students to other college activities. It is hoped 
this will introduce students to other college members and 
help them to integrate. For students here in Australia for 
the first time, the process of socialization and adapting to 
the Australian way of life is another task which is by no 
means an easy one. In spite of this we have found the 
students integrate into college and Australian life 
remarkably well, but that there is a definite tendancy for 
different nationalities to form into their own sub-groups 
and this includes Australians. This is because while they are 
adapting to this new way of life, it is much easier to do so 
in company with their peers.
Interviews have indicated most people feel an effective 
role in some college activity does help in the integration of 
overseas and Australian students, and therefore making 
International House a united group of students.
"Is Brotherhood a workable concept?" One student 
made the comment. On the supposed difference between 
brotherhood with overseas and Australian students by 
saying:
" . . .  is there a distinction? Why force this distinction by 
constant insistance that you group Australian and overseas 
as entities apart."
Most students also felt that an academic achievement 
was expected by them and was the prime aim of their 
University life. This fact applies especially to the overseas 
students as they feel it is a disgrace and shameful for them 
to go home having failed.
Because students of all nationalities do migrate into 
college life (and Australian life) we feel this is proof that 
people are playing their roles, that their role expectation to 
study and play and to integrate, is being achieved.
Secondly, the main forces in role strain of students at 
International House are the need for academic achievement 
and participation in social life at college. Most people feel 
that it depends on the individuals organization of his life, 
whether social life interferes with study. An interesting 
feature which came from interviews is the notion of 
"college spirit"—one of the ways of entracing some 
integration of students. When one person said that he felt 
he would always play sport for college in watch matches 
rather than spend his time studying (therefore obvious role
strain and conflict) another contradicted this view and said 
that it was always a few (and needless to say—the same few) 
who took any avid interest; the rest either couldn't be 
bothered, or felt it was of no benefit to them to participate.
Many of the overseas students are on scholarships and so 
feel that they are obliged to study and pass so they can 
return home qualified. This role expectation does tend to 
isolate students from International House life, and so 
therefore they are not contributing to the aim of 
International House. This, then tends to the idea that they 
are maladjusted to this way of life.
Social role strains come in the way of dating versus 
study, and are more strained when a boy and girl from 
inside college are going out together, and then stop. These 
two people have to still see each other at meals and during 
college activities and does in many cases create a lot of 
pressure and tension for them.
Role strain is therefore evidenced in many fields of life 
at college, and where it does affect many causing problems, 
for others it poses no great problem—it is their own self 
who can force them to study, and so, all is up to them, to 
act in a mature way, and cope with all aspects of life here: 
social and academic.
Therefore, we can safely conclude here that there are 
evidences of 'role-expectations' and 'role-strains' amongst 
the residents living at International House. Hence, 
International House is a viable socio-cultural system.
(IV) Values, Norms and Beliefs
Most of the residents in International House belive that 
the college has its own identity. This is because it is a 
multi-racial college in which the students are able to 
interact with peers from many different cultural back­
grounds and hence a cosmopolitan atmosphere has 
emerged. Also because the college is small, a large 
percentage of the students agree that a warmly personal 
atmosphere exists. The norms that are adhered to, as well as 
values and beliefs held, are incorporated in, and do 
contribute to, this identity. We will now consider the 
identity in this light.
The contractual norms of the college are presented in a 
list of rules and procedures which are expected to be 
followed by every member of International House with 
penalties ensuing if they are disregarded. These penalties are 
governed by the different levels of the authority structure. 
The informal norms and the general adherence to these are 
one of the major factors contributing to the International 
House identity. Here are but a few aspects which are 
indicative of these norms and associated values and beliefs.
O  Social
Because of the great differences in the students' 
backgrounds coupled with the fact that International House 
is a co-educational college, the emphasis is on sociability. A
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small example is that most of the residents feel a necessity 
to take extra care with their grooming before they attend 
meals and other places of group interaction. The students 
of International House are conscious of the different 
nationalities and the cultural aspects of these and most of 
them try to make that extra effort to understand each 
other and promote friendly relationships. Although this is 
not a formal rule and it is dependent upon the individual 
and his mood, a person who is overtly and continually 
disrespectful and critical of his fellow students, is soon 
checked by his peers informally. Another norm which is 
expected of all students is that they speak English. This has 
a two-fold purpose. It helps the overseas students to learn 
the language and breaks down unnecessary communication 
barriers in the college.
O  Academic
One value that is common to practically all students of 
International House is that academic success is seen as 
desirable. Other values and norms associated with this, then 
come into play. The members of the college respect their 
fellow students privacy. Interviews have shown that all 
students are of the opinion that they would not interrupt a 
person studying for exams or when he required peace and 
quiet, whether this was by way of direct obstruction or 
through an indirect method such as making noises in their 
own room. Although this is a contractual norm of 
International House, it has, in many cases, become an 
internalized one within the students.
O  Economic
The International House Students Club is the repre­
sentative organisation of the residents and it handles the 
financial matters concerning the club. The students expect 
the Executive to perform in their best interests when using 
these funds. A  check on this is that the members have the 
power to remove office bearers. Although 1/6 of the 
students consider International House too expensive, most 
agree, that the other University colleges are also in the same 
class but International House is most satisfactory as regards 
comfort, attractiveness and its convenient location.
International House appears to be split by the formation 
of a number of sub-groups within the college. However, 
sub-groups are a feature of any culture, and they do not 
seem to detract from the idea of a college identity rather, if 
anything, seem to strengthen it. Such groups as sporting 
teams, (football and basketball), social groups e.g. the 
photographic club and national and also age groups, all 
contribute towards the idea of a distinctive identity. All 
these groups have norms and values within their structures 
examplified in most cases by loyalty to their members.
Many of these groups are formed by students of the 
same cultural background and these are bound by common 
beliefs.
In conclusion, just as in other social systems, the 
evidence suggests that the distinctive identity of In­
ternational House is a product of the unified system of 
norms and beliefs.
CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper has been to prove that 
International House is a socio-cultural system with the 
distinct societal features characteristic of any large group or 
groups of people that are included within the concept of 
society. The term "socio-cultural system" refers to the 
group behaviour of a group of people co-operating in the 
pursuit of common interests and welfare of its members 
within a recognized territory. It is clear that International 
House can be viewed as a socio-cultural system in the light 
of this definition for the following reasons.
First, and foremost, like any other social system, the 
college has common goals, both ostensible and actual, that 
its members try to accomplish through individual and/or 
group efforts, depending on what field the goal lies in 
International House, as a multi-racial college has the 
ostensible goal of promoting brotherhood among students 
of different family and cultural backgrounds. There are also 
personal goals of individual students as well as goals of 
various social groups within the college community. The 
survey has shown that, on the whole, these common goals 
as well as the individual goal are being achieved to a large 
extent, although the ultimate success of any individual's 
academic or social life depends largely on his/her attitudes 
towards orientation toward study and participation in 
College life.
Another aspect which makes International House a 
socio-cultural system is that it has an authority structure, ? 
feature characteristic of any society. This authority 
structure operates at a formal and informal level. The 
control in the College tends to be of a laissez-faire nature 
which allows the students to enjoy a large degree of 
freedom.
Role expectations and role strains are a major governing 
factor in the behaviour of members of any social system 
The survey has shown International House has its own set 
of role expectations and role strains which are largely 
created by the College's aim to promote brotherhooc 
within the college and its desire to have its members achieve 
academic success.
Values, norms and beliefs are an integral part of any 
social system and International House is no exception. The 
College's norms, values and beliefs are embodies within the 
formal and informal rules and procedures of the college. 
These norms, values and beliefs are illustrated by the 
college's orientation contribution towards the success of itr 
students both in academic and non-academic fields. They 
are also a feature which gives International House its 
distinct identity among the University colleges.
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WHY?
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
BERT MARTIN
PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL HOUSE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
To answer the question Why? International House, it is 
necessary to go back to 1954— 55 when the idea of 
establishing an International House in Brisbane was brought 
to the Rotary Club of Brisbane by Professor Frank White a 
member of the club and who in addition to his academic 
duties at the University was Warden for Overseas Students.
The then President of the club Mr. W. Gilbert formed a 
Committee to take a survey and conduct a feasibility study 
of the need and the method of fu lfilling that need if it 
existed.
It was revealed that there were approximately 1000 
Overseas Students studying at the University, a big 
percentage of whom were living in poor boarding houses or 
flats, were not mixing with Australian and other students, 
and it was decided that the club would sponsor the 
establishment of an International House as a special project 
to mark Rotary's Golden Anniversary Year which was 
1955.
The Committee recommended that International House 
should be a co-educational college, with a maximum of 150 
Students in residence, that half of the residents should be 
from Overseas and half Australian and that it should 
provide facilities where all students resident and non­
resident alike could meet and mix, have discussions and 
arrive at a better understanding of each others view point, 
the resulting friendships continuing after the students 
scattered to all parts of the world.
A public meeting was called in April 1955 which was 
attended by representatives of Service clubs, Government 
Departments, organisations and private citizens and it was 
without dissent decided to establish International House.
A t this meeting the International House Council was 
formed and the Rotary Club of Brisbane, the C.W.A. and 
Jaycees each contributed ($2,000) two thousand dollars.
The prime purpose of the International House Council 
was to raise funds, unfortunately promised support did not 
eventuate, there was at least some passive resistance from 
some University quarters, we were not recognised by either 
State or Commonwealth Governments and after trying for 
some years to raise money and overcome these other 
problems it became necessary to take some direct action.
A trip undertaken in 1963 around South East Asia 
resulted in some $25,000 being raised from Rotary Clubs, 
Governments, Banks and private citizens, and an appeal in 
Queensland plus eventual recognition by both Common­
wealth and State Governments enabled us to start building
in 1964, borrowing $60,000 from the Commonwealth 
Savings Bank on a ten year repayment plan.
We built towers A.B.C.D. and Martin Hall and opened on 
March 1st 1965 with 64 male students, 32 from Overseas 
32 Australian. The first year of operation resulted in a loss 
and it was obvious that the college could not be self 
supporting with 64 students.
The loan of $60,000 was repaid in twelve months and a 
further loan of $130,000 was negotiated enabling us to 
build towers E and F and the wardens residence.
The State Government has given us VA acres of our site 
and we subsequently purchased the two adjoining house 
properties. We commenced the 1966 academic year with 98 
male students half from Overseas and in that year of 
operation showed a small surplus over operating costs.
Although small surpluses were shown with 98 students 
in residence it was obvious that rising operating costs 
necessitated our building further to build our residential 
occupation to the maximum of 150, a further reason why it 
was advisable to do this was that there were rapid and 
substantial rises in building costs.
Therefore a further $150,000 was borrowed which with 
Commonwealth subsidy enabled us to build the women's 
block in 1968 and open in 1969 with our full complement 
of 151 students in residence beyond which we do not 
intend to go. This enabled us to take up the balance of 
previous losses incurred in operating costs and it is now true 
to say that the college has been self-supporting from its 
inception in 1965.
The interest on loans is charged to operating costs but 
nothing is charged to operating costs for any capital costs 
or repayments, costs are however rising and if we are to 
contain these and avoid continuing increasing residential 
charges it is necessary to repay the loans quickly, then the 
saving in interest will take care of rising costs in other 
directions.
As it is, every dollar raised has been spent on capital 
expense, every dollar charged to students in resident fees 
has been used for operating costs.
It is a fact that if we relied only on money received from 
students fees we would have last year shown a loss of some 
$10,000 on the years result, we did in fact show a surplus 
due entirely to money received from visitors and 
conferences during vacation periods.
We used up the State Government grant in the early 
years and do not receive any further financial assistance
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from the State Government.
The Commonwealth Government on the recommenda­
tion of the A.U.C. does subsidy approved building costs to 
the extent of half.
To complete our building and finish the project we have 
to build a larger dining room and an administration block, 
at present this would cost an estimated $260,000 and as it 
is not sensible to raise further loans and incur heavier 
interest charges our share o f $130,000 has to be raised, in 
addition we have to raise a minimum of $23,000 per year 
to repay existing loans.
The position at the end of next month (October) will be 
that the oldest loan in operation w ill have been reduced 
from £130,000 to $55,000 and the newest loan from 
$150,000 to $125,000 making our loan indebtedness when 
the next repayments are made a total of $180,000.
It is not possible to recount all the problems and 
difficulties which have been encountered but I trust that 
this article w ill at least give all who read it some idea of 
what has been accomplished and what remains to be done. 
Finally I would like to touch oh a most important aspect o f 
international House, one of the main reasons, why 
International House has been established.
As the name o f this magazine (Kanyana) means. 
International House is intended to  be a meeting place, 
where Overseas and Australian Students resident and non 
resident can meet, have their discussions, get to know the 
other fellow and through a better understanding of his or 
her viewpoint form friendships which w ill last throughout 
life because they will be based on understanding.
I know that existing facilities are not adequate to do this 
on the scale eventually hoped for, but facilities will improve 
as the building programme is finalised. In the meantime if 
the resident students are not taking advantage of existing 
facilities to meet and mix and form friendships wè have 
failed and you as students have failed in one of the most 
vital and important aspects o f your education because 
education in the fu ll sense means a lo t more than obtaining 
academic degrees.
The friendships you form now can be continued 
throughout your lives, the International House Alumni 
Association will have records o f all past International House 
Students. Join the Alumni when you leave college and keep 
in contact w ith past students who w ill be living in countries 
around the world.
Sleepy Santa Lucia sedately stagnates in the backwaters 
of the Brisbane River. A pleasant place, Santa Lucia owes 
its pulsating non-existence to the air and the river. The still, 
calm river produces an abudance of light, liberty and 
learning. These gases form a cover over the area which acts 
as a barrier against the outside Vally's pollution. The 
natives revel in this non-contaminated atmosphere. They 
spend their days debating the whereabouts of the qark and 
held prayers for those who did not know what a qark is.
Then one day a ripple was seen in the calm d irty water. 
The natives who had no crops to gather, herds to tend to or 
dwellings to build, casually gather on the poppy-laden 
banks. The ripples spread. An ugly head reared up, looking 
not unlike an upetheid. A cry went up but the natives 
luckily knew the dangers of such a beast. They scattered. 
Some jumped into the black waters. Some fled the village, 
over the mountain, out of the air into the smog. But most 
cleverly hid their heads in the ground. They knew if they 
couldn't see the beast, then nor could it  see them.
The beast was by now out of the water, and the fu ll 
ugliness o f its body could now be seen by all. But only one 
native was still by the river bank. This was Blind Freddie, 
but everybody knew that Blind Freddie was the weirdo 
who reckoned he couldn't see the king's magic clothing. 
Blind Freddie would be no loss.
Bewildered, the beast paused. The pain in his stomach 
was rapidly being enveloped by the dizziness in his head. 
The air was unusual, intoxicating to the inhabitants but 
fatal to  the outsiders.
Slowly the beast slunk back into the muddy water. The 
ripples gradually subsided.
The natives slowly regained their composure. It no 
longer was fashionable to claim that they saw the dragon.
Breathing deeply, the natives returned to their prayers. 
Sleepy Santa Lucia was back to  normal.
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Journey
Away, away from the infectious clutch of that festering, 
concrete scab from which rise the black claws that stretch 
out in an arc across the sky to interrupt us at the horizons; 
but our escape machine pushes the repulsive sight to the 
back o f our minds, away and back under the radiais.
Through the window— fresh, clean country, God-made 
country, stretching out like arms flung open to receive us in 
her bosom and nourish us with the sweet milk that runs 
freely in cool streams from the breast of the mountain-top; 
the milk from which we have been cruelly weaned by the 
foster-parent that cowers back their, greedily hording 
concrete and bitumen. Through the window, comes the 
sweet breath that trickles from her lips in long, whispered 
phrases, speaking to our souls. The warmth of her disciples, 
the sun anoints us. The children of the sun w ill survive.
We drive— through the cool green, a damp valley, over 
hunch-backed hills, sprawling langorously in the sun, across 
a faceless, flowering plain— her many manifestations unfold 
to us until our pilgrimage is fulfilled. We are baptised again, 
cleansed of the evil grime and smoke in the mighty sea, the 
moody, restless sea. Today is the Day of Happiness.
Take to the water and chase gravity across the green 
faces— close to something we know is real. Swells like 
thoroughbreds— arching, elegant necks, rearing their heads, 
then throwing them down, tossing the white mane of foam. 
Rank on rank of Neptune's Cavalry throw down their heads 
in defiance at the shore and crumble in a heap in the 
shallows.
We drank her milk till we had our fill, and as the day 
died behind the trees, we slept peacefully, but for me. It 
was a confused, horrible dream that haunted the corridors 
of my mind.
Tiranosaurers tractor, biting charging— mountains of—  
sand crumbling on me from all sides— bloated, rusty dredge 
sucking up beauty and peace, spewing out a slag-heap of 
greed and blindness— hideous laughing faces, dollar signs 
etched on their eye-balls— dead flowers of remembrance on 
a windswept grave. It left my mind as suddenly as it came, 
and I awoke— only the sea grumbling in the darkness.
Next day I saw the gulls, flapping lazily on the mast of 
the sea. An urgency lingered in their haunting cry. One 
dropped an object from its mouth. The carrion was brought 
to my feet by a wave. Having delivered its message it stole 
away. And I looked questioningly at the sea, but the sea did 
not answer.
My Age
/ am the age o f confusion;
It's tugging at my mind.
For me all gates are open 
but the paths, are undefined 
as to which I am to follow.
/ am the age o f permission; 
Freedoms too much to bear.
My Ufe is unaccustomed 
to decisions that are there 
and /  must plan m y destiny.
/ am the age o f present;
The Past is to me gone.
My old Ufe is s till there although;
I t  calls me through the long 
warm days o f old school memories.
I am the age o f learning.
Where / must reach my goal, 
but not just fo r human love 
but fo r giving me a role 
to play, where / have security.
/ am the age o f world, 
which / must firs t posses.
Before / can find my place 
and have a usefulness 
to the Ufe / have chosen.
/ am the age o f nineteen, 
where I must yet mature 
to an age o f understanding 
and an age where / am sure 
o f what my Ufe w ill signify.
G. Baguley, 1971.
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II
OF BETTER DAYS
His prowess was unequaled in the field o f sport.
With the bat or the ball he was best o f us all,
For he was our hero.
Though we dubbed him ‘Old Zero',
For in book-lore and learning.
He was last o f us all.
Nought for Chemistry, Maths and Geography,
Not to mention futile attempts at Physics and Orthography, 
With his head in a muddle and his heart in a rage 
He would sit and watch 
As ciphers went skipping and dancing—
Scampering lawlessly over his page.
Still he kept toiling, eternally moiling.
Hoping 'gainst hope, alone in despair;
Still he kept striving.
Slogging and driving.
Battling manfully on to the end:
For he refused not to try.
Maddened and muddled with Effects and Causes,
He was lost in a maze 
O f Forces and Laws.
He tried to remember—but he would always forget,
The Climates and Climaxes,
The Conjugations and Clauses.
A t  presentation ceremonies he would sit,
Am id the tumult o f dapping and cheers,
Alone so alone, nursing his fears.
He would hear the-applause 
For the stars o f his class. . .
And  dread the moment when they would name the Last.
Trembling, he would hear vibrating throughout the hall 
The word that Youth always dreads:
'Failed'—While the faces 
Peered up from their places 
As the teachers hopelessly shook 
Their wise heads.
A  mental and near-physical wreck.
He battled to keep his chagrin in check.
He accepted his report 
With a mute word o f thanks,
The message in his eyes spoke not o f defeat—
This was one challenge he was determined to meet
For all his efforts the results were the same,
A  plodder, a dullard,
The last in the game.
But within him he held 
The desire to win,
He understood this, 'twas important to him.
This final obstacle on the road to Success—
He had failed before:
This would be the true test.
One last hurdle remained to be cleared,
A  hurdle so great 
That it  was truly feared.
His desk was strewn with books galore.
He was determined to know  
His Forces and Laws;
The weight o f this burden 
Was soon weighing him down,
His face wore one continuous frown.
Dawned at last the day o f reckoning,
The will to compete was beckoning 
Him on.
A  quick revision: one last book.
What have / omitted? What did / forget?
No time for worry, none to fret
Seated in his desk within the hall 
He viewed the paper. . .
And  was appalled!
The facts and figures were foreign to him.
He tried to think.
But his head was a-swim.
Crushed and defeated 
He felt all was lost.
Shattered and broken 
And sunk in the dust.
Lay a ll the hopes
Wherein he had placed his trust.
Then came the dap 
Which ended it  all;
A  sigh o f relief from the group around.
Exams were over: Oh for joy!
But from one poor soul 
There came no sound.
Comparing the answers 
Was not for the lad,
He felt so alone 
And so desperately sad.
'Well', he thought, 'I've done it  again,
My months o f work were all in vain'.
Well the weeks rolled by 
And the results were ready.
And  the atmosphere o f  this 
Made quite a few unsteady.
There were those, o f course, who remained at ease 
For they were the ones who were always ready.
Moods o f complacency 
Had vanished from sight;
There were some who seemed 
On the verge o f tears 
As wraith-like they filed 
Into their tiers.
And so in praise o f those privileged few 
The cheers and the applause sounded anew,
Then a great hush fell upon the crowd 
As a name, his name, was called aloud;
Oh Lord!
The Last o f the Last had finally passed.
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Saw It My Way 
T h e n
got H ooke d”
by Sylvie Jennerwien,
(a former Berliner 
now dinkum Aussie)
When I first decided to go to Australia for a while to 
learn some more English (what a joke!), my brother told 
me I would be crazy to go to a country far "beyond the 
moon" which was according to his ideas completely 
uncivilised and about 200 years behind modern European 
life. (By the way, he lives in Sydney now). So I set out on 
my own for the first time in my life, I fe lt like an 
adventurer, but if I would have known what was going to 
happen to me I surely would have stayed at home.
After six weeks of water environment only, I 
desperately longed to see land and I must say I was 
fascinated by the Sydney Harbour. In my imagination I 
transferred this fascination to the Australians as well; I have 
never met one before. While waiting fo r my luggage to be 
unloaded I walked through some surrounding streets 
looking fo r my first contact w ith Australia.
Well, I got it in a very unusual form, when I watched a 
mother yelling to her little  boy on the other side of the 
road: "You bloody son o f a bastard, come back!" I must 
admit that this impression was not favourable for my image 
of Australia and it slowly dawned on me that it might be an 
idea to abandon my concepts of Australia, and to take a 
"w ait and see" attitude.
I got my next surprise when I tried to converse with an 
Australian taxi driver. To be honest, I did not understand a 
word of what he was saying. I just answered "yes" 
whenever I realised that he expected an answer. Suddenly 
he shut up, I guess I should have said "n o " instead. This 
taxi ride was quite a blow to my ego, as I learned "B ritish" 
English at high school for nine years and another two years 
at a language college and I thought I knew enough to 
understand and to be understood. I was wrong, it is very 
hard to learn Australian, and today I still cannot 
understand people coming from the west speaking a 
country dialect. IVIy knowledge of the Australian idioms 
have improved now, I know what "booze", "b.y.o.g." (grog 
or girl?), etc. . .  . meant. I learnt as well that "mate" is a 
friend to an Australian and that I cannot apply the 
definition of the Oxford dictionary: "Mate— one of a pair 
of birds, lovers, or married people". It was a good thing for
my crashed ego to realise that British also have language 
barriers when talking to Australians.
I will never forget how excited I was when I was invited 
to my first party in Australia, but, I remembered the 
frustration and disappointment when my escort and I 
arrived there. It reminded me of school: boys to the left, 
girls to the right. I was left behind with the girls, while he 
had a few (I mean quite a few) drinks with his mates whom 
he had not seen "fo r ages" since the last party (which was 
the night before), and to have a real good men's talk. When 
they were half drunk they started noticing the girls and I 
really wondered, whether they were that shy that they 
needed alcoholic encouragement, or whether the Australian 
behaviour was really different from that of the European, 
who lives to the principle "cherchez la femme" (chase the 
female). Anyway, I was impressed by the huge con­
sumption of beer within a short time, and it somehow 
created the conviction in me that the Australian man and 
his beer are inseparable.
Could this be a reason, "Why, Australia even does not 
allow women in her pubs?" Could it also be that Australian 
men want to escape from female company and give the 
image of the "big, strong, tough male"? But I have to 
admit, it  is not d ifficu lt to get along with them in their easy 
going way of life. Knowing that I am a foreigner they tried 
to show me the best side of their country and beautiful 
beaches which are,not overcrowded yet. I have never seen 
something like this before. In Europe, beaches can be 
compared with sardine tins— one beside the other. Most of 
them could not understand my enthusiasm. They take it for 
granted, I guess. They cannot understand as well that 
Brisbane winter means agony to me. I have never frozen so 
much in my whole life and then I hear the comment: "You 
shouldn't feel cold, you come from a cold country". Yes, I 
do, but we have central heating . . .
Nevertheless, I love Australia and the few months I 
intended to stay here extended to over 3'A years now and 
probably w ill extend to the period of my whole life 
(because of one certain Australian male . . . ).
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AND ABSENCE
LEAVE
10- 6-71
The Board of Governors granted me six weeks leave, a 
round the world air ticket, a brief to attend two 
international conferences and visit International houses and 
centres on my way. What did my absence mean? I found 
the trip of Immense value; it was stimulating and 
Informative; It allowed me to reflect, to think of our House 
and Its future. Above all It gave me the experience of being 
a FOREIGNER and thus a keener realisation of how a 
young overseas student must feel on his arrival in Australia. 
Perhaps a prerequisite for Australians should be a taste of 
foreign living before entry Into College.
What did I see? F iji— still unspoiled (tipping is not yet a 
habit of this island) yet w ith a m ultiplicity of problems 
racial, cultural, educational and economic. Then H onolu lu- 
garish, commercialised yet w ith places of retreat; the East 
West Centre aiming "to  promote better relations and 
understanding between the United States and the nations of 
Asia and the Pacific through co-operative study and 
research"; universal American mirth at my title  of 
"Warden" (their connotation Alcatraz-San Quentin). Then 
Jumbo jet to Los Angeles, many passengers more loaded 
than the aircraft; hostesses decorative but so casual— "Now 
you all, it's about time to fasten your belts, put out those 
butts, fo r when the Captain's ready we'll be taking o ff!"  
Smog over L.A.— Jumbo approaches, lets down— lose sight 
of wing tip — at less than 200 feet— land in clear sunshine. 
L.A. a city of wide roads and even wider motor cars and 
w ithout a car you're dead! Wonderful organisation— "Los 
Angeles at Home" takes the loneliness out of the big 
c ity— volunteers drive you— entertain you until you 
commute to San Francisco. Overwhelmed there by warmth 
of reception at International House— see Telegraph Avenue 
(famous fo r the Berkeley riots)— now quiet— Its main 
population miserable unhappy people and hungrier dogs. 
Memorable scene— In company w ith Bill Coolldge (I.H. 
1965)— sun setting on Alcatraz!
Vancouver— was the conference scene. The first Con­
ference was of Foreign Student Advisers and Its theme was 
"See Ourselves as Others See Us" and over 800 delegates 
(90% from the United States) attended. For much of the 
Conference delegates were divided into work groups. In 
charge of a leader, to indulge In sensitivity sessions to 
discuss the theme "See ourselves as others see us". This was 
quite a novel experience. The technique used is one, where, 
lay purging one's feelings and revealing one's true self, one 
"relates to "  and "Identifies w ith " problems of others, gets 
down to the "n itty  g ritty ", (the jargon was almost 
unbelievable) and thus, all problems are solved. The aim of 
American foreign student advising, it seems, falls little  short 
of indoctrination. Some advisers In my group were unsure 
of achieving this aim, were depressed about It, were fearful 
of holding down their jobs. A suggestion that the prime aim 
should be to assist the foreign student to achieve his 
academic goals, to smooth his path where possible and to 
enable him to make friends, was condemned as too
pragmatic and too simplistic. Had students been present to 
take part in the discussion the group sessions could have 
been worthwhile.
The N.A.F.S.A.-C.D.I.E; Conference was of value In as 
much as one was exposed to a good geographical cross 
section of North American professional people and one 
could not but admire the professionalism and crusading zeal 
present at the Conference. One rather cynical Canadian 
suggested that the American aim was to preserve, In the 
future, the vast U.S. Investment overseas.
Then followed a conference of International Houses and 
Centres.
From our point of view many issues were discussed 
which were common to us all. The Houses of New York, 
Berkeley and Chicago all face high running and 
maintenance costs. Philadelphia Is now located In a 
magnificent new 14 storey building but it, like the other 
Houses, Is fearful of losing money on their catering 
operations which are so often a source of student 
discontent. Their student populations vary from 500 to 600 
students, predominantly post graduate and all are 
co-educatlonal. All have extensive programmes— English 
classes, employment services, host family schemes, holiday 
hospitality and other schemes which stress community 
Involvement and all the Houses very much serve asa centre 
for all overseas students at the University. In the United 
States, there seems to be more awareness of social problems 
than Is evident In Queensland. In New York, fo r example, 
many students go to depressed and m inority areas to teach 
school, for example, the Harlem Tutorial Group. Because 
there Is no Involvement In I.C.C. or such, the eyes of the 
House are directed more towards the community and the 
outside world. To retain e ffort fo r the service to the House, 
at New York, each resident signs a pledge to give five hours 
a month In service.
The problems facing the American Houses are different 
from our own. A t Chicago the transferrai of two negro 
women cleaners to another section of the University evoked 
cries o f "discrimination". New York sits In an area which 
ranks twelfth fo r crime In the city and all the Houses have 
elaborate security arrangements fo r the safety of their 
residents. In Washington you do not walk after dark, you 
take a taxi or stay at home. A t Kennedy International 
A irport you are "frisked" before boarding the aircraft.
For that reason, particularly. It was such a joy to be able 
to stroll round London, to walk through the parks, and not 
to see revolvers on policemen's hips and to enjoy an 
atmosphere of freedom and not of fear. I visited, first, the 
British Council Students' Centre at Portland Place.
The Centre offers a wide range of recreational and 
cultural activities to overseas and British students every day 
of the week during term time and fo r much of the vacations 
as well. The Council's English Language Teaching Institute 
runs a programme of English classes at all levels for
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students, whose full time study Is a subject other than 
English. Lectures, seminars, concerts, films, and dances take 
place regularly. A restaurant and bar, reading and study 
facilities, a television and a games room are also available, 
jh e  Centre organises a term-time programme of study 
visits, weekend courses and holiday courses open to all. The 
Centre also operates a hospitality service in British homes, 
an information and advisory section, and reception and 
accommodation services.
The Centre, as an agent of the British Council, is funded 
by government monies and offers the best service to 
overseas students I have yet encountered.
My next day's visit was to the International Students' 
House in Park Crescent.
International Students' House was opened in May 1965. 
Its origin stemmed from the inspiration and work of Miss 
Mary Trevelyan C.B.E. who was Advisor to Overseas 
Students at the University of London in the 1950's. The 
House has facilities fo r up to 2,000 non resident members 
with a well equipped kitchen and restaurant, and assembly 
hall seating 350, club rooms and bar, a coffee room, a 
games room and a quiet room. A t Park Crescent there is 
accommodation for 134 residents. Eighteen Nash houses in 
York Terrace, have now been acquired and are being 
graciously restored. This will provide a further 170 single 
rooms and 42 flats fo r married students. In the residences 
and flats together there w ill be accommodation for a total 
of 412 students, wives and children. Services offered to 
non-residents are similar to those of the British Council's.
The special point about these Centres was not only that 
they do so much more for overseas students than we do, 
but also that they receive very generous government 
assistance. For that very reason it would seem that now Is 
the time fo r our own government to recognise International 
Houses and their special role in the wider educational and 
international sphere and assist them accordingly.
My time in Singapore was equally worthwhile and again 
the kindness of our “ Ex-Internationals" was something I 
shall always remember. What was significant was that my 
visit occasioned their first meeting together since they had 
left International House and they now have resolved to 
form an alumni group in Singapore.
To the following I offer my formal gratitude:
Dr. and Mrs. Ragbir Bhathal— University of Singapore; 
Hilda Loh (B.Vet.Sc.) and to her parents Dr. and Mrs. Loh 
who gave a dinner party fo r all of us; Dr. Tan Han Hiong; 
Ho Hon Fatt (B.Vet.Sc.); Eddie Tang (M.A.); Sio Tat Ming 
(B.Econ.); Wong Chiang Kwang (B.Pharm.); Vincent Quek 
(B.A.); and Nellie Fong (B.V.Sc.) and their friend, Gim 
Wah, from the University of Singapore. Each of them, in 
their various ways, combined to look after their "overseas 
student" and to give him an overall glimpse of Singapore 
and make him feel at home.
Each was in employment, and most were fairly satisfied 
unless entangled by bureaucratic inertia which refused to 
accept "foreign" ideas or innovations.
I had dinner with Mr. Stanley Stewart, formerly High 
Commissioner fo r Singapore at Canberra, who extended his 
best wishes to the House.
From Singapore to Sydney then on to Brisbane and 
home to International House— the end of my Leave and 
Absence. What was its value?
It is not possible, immediately, to gauge the benefits one 
gathers from an overseas trip. It was extremely valuable to 
visit similar institutions to our own, to attend the 
Vancouver conferences, to meet alumni in south-east Asia. 
These features I have recorded above. Less tangible is the 
wider "education" I received and my appreciation of the 
dangers and of the virtues of Australia's isolation. The 
overseas scene is immense, bustling and impersonal and, as 
the nature of our International House must alter, as its 
impact on foreign student increases, I trust it will not lessen 
its emphasis on the individual.
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Eddie Tang, B.A.(Q.|, M.A.(ANU); Hilda Loh, B.Vet.Sc.(Q.); Nellie Fong, B.Vet.Sc.(Q.); Ivor 
Cribb, Warden, I.H.IQ.); Gim Wah, University of Singapore; Tan Han Hiong, M.B., B.S.IQ.); Sio Tat Ming, B.Econ.lQ.); 
Vincent Quek, B.A.(Q.).
ABSENT: Ho Hon Fatt, B.Vet.Sc.(Q.); Fred Wong, B.Pharm. (Singapore); Ragbir Bhathal, Ph.D.IQ.).
Homeward bound after London through Copenhagen, 
Tashkent to Bangkok.
There I was met at the airport by Baimai Visut (Ph.D.) 
and Anan Vuttanatungum (M.Sc.Agr.) and was shown 
much of Bangkok in the very short time available. Visut is a 
lecturer in Genetics at Mahidol University, Anan (the first 
Thai graduate to obtain a Masters degree at the University 
Of Queensland) is with the Department of Agriculture. Dr. 
Manoon Bahaibulaya, is at the General Hospital. It was a 
most rewarding experience to meet our "Ex-lntemation- 
ã Is" ,  to find that they had adequate job satisfaction, and 
that they had appreciated their time at International House.
Their open hearted kindness and generosity was quite 
Overwhelming.
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One symbolic ceremony used overseas could be adopted 
here at our Valedictory Dinners. This is the pledge of the 
principle of brotherhood and a candle-lighting ceremony. 
Candles are lit and as they are passed from hand to hand 
the following pledge is said:
"As light begets light, so love, friendship and goodwill 
are passed from one another. We, who have come from 
many nations to live in one Fellowship at International 
House, promise one another to pass the Light wherever 
we go".
Ivor M. B. Cribb, 
WARDEN
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ITS JUST 
ANOTHER DAY
I lie awake in bed— surely there's no need to get up for a 
few more minutes yet! The breakfast bell rings, the 
dining-room chatter and clatter increases, and spurned on 
by thoughts o f breakfast, I rise.
In spite o f the noise, the dining-room is still fa irly 
empty, the mail has not arrived, but the morning papers are 
all taken.
Cornflakes or porridge— eggs and bacon or chops— tea or 
coffee? Decisions always. Breakfast chatter is light— dishes 
clatter, papers are read. Mail arrives— has he written— has she 
written? Slowly the late comers d rift back to their rooms, 
and the sparrows take over the dining-hall.
During the morning students come and go, delivery vans 
buzz around and the noise of the cleaning staff filters 
through the towers.
Soon it is lunch-time and the breakfast routine is 
repeated, with the chatter more lively, a distinct buzz at 
this time.
The afternoon wears on, noise as 5 o'clock draws near 
and workers depart w ith slamming doors and roaring 
engines. Students return to rooms— the sound of showering 
and preparation fo r tea.
The. usual gathering en masses at tea, the slow d rift back 
to study while some linger on to chatter.
A fter coffee break at 10 p.m. the College settles down 
for the night— one by one the lights go o ff, until by early 
morning only the occasional glow is seen.
Is this College life? NO! It  is the friendships made, the 
times shared, the idle chatter indulged in— all the social 
interactions that make life meaningful.
T.K.K.
The Rain
Drip, drip, the rain drops.
Adding to our muddy ground,
Splish, splash, the cars zoom past.
Spreading f ilth y  water a ll around.
Our hearts bleed bu t a ll in vain,
'Cos I.H. hasn't got a drain.
Plod, plod, comes in Brid,
Messing up the carpet floor,
"O ut!, out!, "  yells poor Anna Lee,
"Leave your shoes outside the door. "
"Sorry sis," and out he goes.
But comes back with dripping clothes.
Rain, rain—i t  s till goes on.
Some are joy fu l, some forlorn,
Bye and bye i t  w ill ease.
But long already have most hopes been gone! 
"Goodbye to you, our fiend the rain. 
Tomorrow, w ill you come again?"
K. M. Wei.
Just Friends
How sweet she looks today!
Radiating health and fresheness in a glow.
She turns the heads as she passes—
Like wind rustling through the snow.
I t  does no t seem so long ago 
That / held her in my arms—
A year is bu t a short, short time
In the memory where !  store her charms.
But times have changed since then:
The magic o f the past is gone forever—
/  hope she finds true happiness with him  
While / have jus t memories to treasure.
I t  is no use trying to start afresh—
What's done is done now fo r better or worse, 
And so while she fills my thoughts still 
! know we are "just friends", as heads this verse.
A. Nong.
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Those who coined our college motto "That brotherhood may prevail" presented us with a noble ideal. 
But the concept of "brotherhood" is subject to several interpretations. It may be political journalism to 
some, meaningless cliche to others, and to still others, a marvellous concept—when carried to its logical 
conclusions could faciliate international understanding and minimize conflict here at I.H. in particular, and
throughout the world in general.
1971 leaves a conglomeration of feelings in my mind. 
Fond memories of splendid moments experienced at I.H. 
These will be permanent. But also disillusions because my 
expectations were partially fulfilled; disappointments 
because of the inadequacy of my contributions to I.H. and 
hopes that the Almighty may yet give us enough will and 
determination to act for the good of I.H. I am conscious of 
the fact that many friends here share my feelings.
1971 was not a complete shambles as some would tend 
to contend. Much heard in public and rumoured in private 
was the accusation that the Student Executive has been 
'slack', 'apathetic' and 'inefficient'. I propose not to indulge 
in polemics here as the accusation was often made by those 
who have alienated themselves from college activities, and 
sometimes by those who laboured to convince themselves 
and others that they were doing more than their share. 
Unfortunately these friends have never heard the aphorison 
that "self-praise is no recommendation". Certainly to 
impose an unnecessary burden on oneself and then blame 
others for not dissuading one from it, is childish 
exhibitionism at best.
I.H. has made some remarkable achievements. Those 
with genuine interest in other people, have had the 
advantage of cultivating genuine friendships. Our small 
community here, heterogeneous as it is, has given us the 
unique opportunity of meeting people from Asia, Europe, 
America, Africa, etc. Some have used this opportunity 
constructively, others do regard I.H. as a convenient place 
to reside while going to university.
On the sports side, I.H. did not perform brilliantly. But 
undeniably, those who witnessed a few games of football, 
basketball, hockey, and soccer to mention but a few, would 
concur with me that I.H. has some of the most spectacular 
and talented sportsmen and sportswomen—despite the 
comparatively small number of I.H. members in the 
Inter-College Council (ICC) teams.
Allow me to use this opportunity to express my 
heartfelt thanks to all those who have contributed for I.H. 
My thanks extend to the Soiree, social, and culinary 
committees. Despite destructive criticisms from purveyors 
of gloom, and from those who always behaved like the 
ostrich who burried his head hoping that the sandstorm 
would pass him. Soiree was a convincing success; the 
entertainments organized by the Social Committee were 
great. The Board of Governors (B.O.G.) deserves a special 
'thank you ' for their sympathetic attention to students 
requests. The Students Representatives hardly came back 
cfisappointed from the numerous B.O.G. meetings. It was 
indeed a fantastic and a rewarding experience to be working 
With the B.O.G. It may interest you that I.H. Selection 
Committee will now have one student representative. This 
is a privilege, previously denied us. It is unnecessary for me 
to write in details all that has happened this year. The 
compendious reports furnished by the various convenors 
and Reps, should suffice to orientate those who were not 
following developments in College.
One may wonder whether the ideals of I.H. have been 
realized. The presence of different nationalities at I.H., 
Çôuld, on the one hand, have enabled us to promote 
international understanding, and on the other, hampered 
understanding and tolerance. Let me haste to say that the
degree of co-operation particularly on the sports side is 
commendable.
Racial intolerance and antagonism has been a hindrance 
in human progress—socially, intellectually, culturally and 
materially. And at I.H. this could be harmful. If 
'brotherhood' is to have any meaning at all, let us expel 
false illusions in our mind; false feelings of racial 
superiority—superiority that we do not even understand! 
False feelings of inferiority—inferiority that we understand 
because we have been conditioned, alas! brainwashed into 
believing that we are inferior. And most of all, let us expel 
our own subconscious racism. Our thoughts, feelings, 
actions, reactions, and interactions should be guided by the 
simple statement: "B L A C K  is BEA U T IFU L, W HITE is 
W ONDERFU L, BUT T O G ET H ER N ESS  IS BEST OF 
A L L . "
"Brotherhood" can be a reality at I.H. if members of 
College asked themselves the appropriate questions. We 
should, and ought to have asked ourselves, what can we do 
for I.H. rather than what can I.H. do for us? We should not 
have asked, what can the Students Executive do for us, but 
what together we can do for the good of I.H. Yes, asking 
the wrong questions expecting to get the right answers has 
been a profession among some of us. If it is not because we 
cannot see the solution, it is because we can not see the 
problem.
Ours is a free, democratic, Christian society. A  society in 
which we can either choose to agree or agree to disagree. It 
is our privilege. But at I.H. we can do better to appreciate 
the ideals and aspirations that face us and then ask the 
provocative question, "What have I, as an individual, done to 
fulfil some of I.H. aims?" Attempt followed by failure, is 
defensible. Failure without attempt is indefensible. 
Indifference is dangerous.
Fellow members, we cannot, as responsible citizens of 
this planet, afford to be complacent, apathetic, merely 
because we choose to be so. Let us remember that if we are 
not part of the problem, then we are part of the solution. 
We cannot escape this!
For the good of I.H., let us offer less destructive 
criticisms and more constructive ones. Let us talk less, and 
act more. Let us forget the complacent past, and look 
forward to the promising future. Let us remember that 
giving is no sign of material richness— it is indicative of a 
kind heart. Let us remember that I.H. can be what we as 
members want it to be. No more, no less. There is a limit to 
what the B.O.G. can do. There is a limit to what the 
Warden can do. There is a limit to what the Students 
Executive can do.
Those members who are leaving College this year, mark 
my advice: take with you and preach all that is best about 
our I.H.; and leave behind that is worst hoping that others 
will improve on it!
Lastly, let us hope that the dark clouds of intolerance, 
unfriendliness, and ignorance will soon pass away and the 
deep fog of misunderstanding will be lifted from our 
fear-touched community, and in some not too distant 
tomorrow, the radiant stars of love and brotherhood will 
shine over our beautiful I.H. and our lovely sunshine state 
of Queensland with all their scintillating beauty.
Joe Chuma, President I.H.S.C. 1971
JOHN BRAITHWAITE
John hails from  Ipswich, which probably explains his bawdy behaviour and dishevelled 
looks. Three years ago, on attaining his matriculation, John decided to take on 
Psychology in a vain attempt to understand the basis of his pleblan conduct. Failing to 
gain any satisfaction from French, John looked elsewhere to discover the facts of life— to 
Union College, a co-educational College from where John has been found returning in 
the early morning hours:—  needless to say he is a firm supporter of inter-college 
intercourse. Throughout the years, John has "Freedom from Hunger" and has often 
marched for the cause— usually no further than the closest Collegian's room where a 
supply of biscuits are to be found. However, this should detract from our appreciation of 
his prowess on the football field (and other more dubious places) where he is well 
known, (particularly for his smooth "break-away" movements from a tight ruck— certain 
Union College members will vouch for this.
Overall, John is known for his friendly and amiable nature— truly someone the College 
will be glad to see enter the world outside.
Anne
Chris
Jenny
ANNE CAMERON
If not in her room she is probably in E 13, C 15 or Tutor A depending on the year. Has 
also been seen in the company of the New Guinean U.F.O. Lacks Sandy's smooth gear 
changing and reverse parking ability but automatic and power steering aren't everything. 
Keen on coquetry and has been successful in infiltrating other peoples' finger and 
working habits with 40 rotten and funny needles. Has found that most of Vinning's 
arguments can be effectively mitigated with one word. Somehow found the key to 
successful weight reduction. AMBITION: To learn how not to stall the automatic on her 
way to her job and to park it once she gets there. Favourite saying: One word 
arguments: " I  got/did it last time".
TREVOR CARLYON T.C.
"B.B.C. football-rowing jock of the middle 60's turns practising Pharmacologist." After 
leaving Melbourne in 1965 he boarded at B.B.C. where two years and many cunning 
stunts later, he turned his attention to University and College. He entered College in 
1967, did 3 years Medicine and went into Science. He completes his second major this 
year and hopes to return to Med. IV late next year. During his early years in College he 
directed his energies toward the now-lost chivalrous arts of waterfighting (or how to 
wipe everyone out anonymously). Later after mastering the explosive arts he 
concentrated on time-bombing doors periodically engaging in running battles with Zak. 
Trevor's many talents will long be remembered.
JOE CHUMA
Rumoured to have been College President fo r 1971, Joe seems to have acquired the flair 
for being the model student— no work and all social life. Although he was dubbed 
"African father of the year" by that perfect gauge of social comments, the "Sunday 
Mail", he seems to have tried his hand at fathering a few Australians as well. He keeps his 
ballplaying up to scratch by his superb handling on the Soccer field. Perhaps Tanzania 
will benefit from both his expertise in Australian law as well as his serious social 
smoothness.
CHRIS CLARKSON
A gentleman of extraordinary quality. Able and courageous before all foes. However 
needs to polish up "Fronting techniques", although one could say he has mastered the 
technique of "how to clinch H.D.'s without really trying." For, to Mr. Clarkson the art 
of sitting for exams is to spend the night before nerve racking his next-door neighbours 
'till breakfast.
JENNY CURNOW
This I.H. bit must really work, as Jenny joined us as an Australian student, but leaves us 
as a student from The Territory of Papua and New Guinea. Apart from this what can 
you say about Jenny (J. C. to her friends)? A very quiet, friendly young lady, but when 
it came to selling her Avon products, nothing would stop her. Unhappily, she just never 
seemed to visit the mens' towers selling her wares. Pity!
SALLY FERGUSON (Physiotherapist)
Another Toowoomba-ite who still does not know what she wants, as yet. But hopefully 
she may soon regain her confidence. It has been reported, by devious means, that Sally, 
Helen and Lexie often indulge in chatter until 1 a.m. Sally is a keen tennis player and 
swimmer who has represented the College fo r the past few years.
John
Trevor
Joseph
J ILL FREIBERG
How to pass an exam: get your friends to read a book and then write an essay on their 
impressions— don't read it yourself. When washing your hair BEWARE!— Jill has proven 
that it is possible to get one's head stuck in the sink and after half an hour this is no 
laughing matter— or so she says. She enjoys travelling and so this year has been to Cairns 
and Sydney and in September next year the English w ill be unfortunate enough to have 
her in Sheffield for twelve months. AMBITION: To cut essay writing time down from 
the sublime to the ridiculous. Favourite Saying: "Hang on a sec, I'll just be a minute"; 
"Charming, I'm sure” .
ANN HAWGOOD
A rogue pharmacist, NOT the College Pharmacist. The skills she developed in rowing 
have proved invaluable In the Volkswagon. Unfortunately Ann shows a distasteful liking 
for work, and can always be counted on to ask questions. Normally quite, even. Thank 
God, when indulging in her favourites of music to study by, work, vodka, and the 
movies. AMBITION: to taste the traumas of travel and the vodkas of Russia. Sally
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Sandy
SANDY HEATLEY
Can always be counted on to  be in bed when you  w an t her. Loom ed largely in College's 
f irs t triang le , and by the  w ay, the  key she d id n 't  have w asn 't to  be had anywhere. An 
energetic shopper, she also has an enviable com m and o f reverse parking and inner c ity  
lane changing. Comes in tw o  shades, the  f irs t ha lf o f te rm  co lou r comes fro m  liv ing  in 
the land o f the massage parlours. In the la tte r term s, the  co lou r du lls , b u t the 
m agnificen t cheese cakes, b iscuits and cakes are an adequate com pensation. Q.S. I ' l l  be 
ready in a few  m inutes. A m b itio n : To be ready in a few  m inutes,
DIN JOHAN
Likes: A rch ite c tu re , hockey, soccer, good foo d , parties, gate-crashing parties, lis ten ing to  
records, g iving the evil gleam to  do llies w ho  ta lk  to  h im  n ice ly , and ge tting  tip sy  by 
d r in k in g  w ater o u t o f Bacardi bo ttles. D islikes: Sliced meat fo r  meals, and jinxed  last 
m inu te  phone calls fro m  dates. Favourite  Saying: (always tem pting  to  some fem ale). 
" I 'v e  ju s t got th is  fan tas tic  new record, w ou ld  you  like  to  come up to  listen to  it? " . 
Favourite  Pastime: Having a new heart th ro b  every week and ge tting  so many so ft spots 
th a t he’ ll soon become a je lly -fish !
ANTHONY LAU (The Chinese M ystery)
N a tio n a lity : Chinese (Hong Kong) bu t usually seen w ith  Austra lians and Am ericans. 
Hobbies: N o t m uch, b u t always have a g u ilty  crim son face a fte r been to  the  pub. 
A c tiv itie s : Early College D ays:— very active in the Soiree, Cellar and College Shop. M id 
College D ays:— usually seen ta lk ing  w ith  Dawn, Ava, or Brenda. Late College Days: — 
O ften goes to  d inner w ith  Brenda and A n d y  Keefe. A lso likes to  be absent fro m  College 
a fe w  days per week. Fu ture : S till m ysterious b u t should be a good docto r.
CAROLYN LOBEGEIER
Hails fro m  somewhere near M o n to  b u t was educated closer to  us a t Som erville  House. 
She soon became renowned fo r  a ra ther v iv id  im ag ina tion—believed to  be, a t various 
tim es a camera? a tra c to r?  etc. Such im ag ination channelled in to  more lite ra ry  form s has 
produced some love ly  poems. She has been recognized in ou r spo rting circles as a tr ie r. 
Her frequen t exc lam ation  "O h  d e a r!"  has been a fea tu re  o f G. Tow er. One w onders w hat 
Grandma has (or College lacks!) th a t occasions the  fre que n t weekend visits there!
Ann
Dagmar
Carolyn
Lexie
Edward
DAGMAR LOEKEN
On her a rriva l, scored trem endous success especially w ith  the w o rk in g  class, as G. Tow er 
headed skywards. Th is  success has con tinued and she has taken the fancy o f various 
members o f College at one tim e  or another d u ring  her three years here. Has been the 
envy o f G. Tow er fo r  her lovely tan. She has w orked  a t various jobs du ring  her stay, 
w h ich  expla ins w hy  she is no t as fre q u e n tly  seen these days. W ith  C aro lyn, has spent 
m any hours in F o u rth  F lo o r C om m on R oom , obstensib ly s tudy ing—books or people 
w ho tra ff ic k e d  in and ou t? A  renowned "ea rly  to  rise" person, it  does no t fo llo w  tha t 
she is always "e a rly  to  bed".
BRUCE MANSER
Since arriv ing  here o n ly  last year, Bruce has become w e ll-kn ow n  th ro u g h o u t the college, 
m a in ly as a C u lina ry C om m ittee  Convenor. A  test o f his w o rth , therefo re is the q u a lity  
o f meals cu rre n tly  being dispensed. In spite o f a gross congenita l d e fo rm ity  (one o f his 
legs is ’/» " shorter than the other) he manages to  w ard o f f  ill health by  long jaunts up the 
river and o 'e r the lea. Foo lish ly  decid ing to  im b ibe  o n ly  seldom, p a trio tism  w ou ld  appear 
to  be his do m inan t tra it :  M r. MacMahon has asked Bruce to  en lis t a t the end o f the  year. 
So it's  a fu n -fille d , action-packed eighteen m onths fo r  Bruce. G ood on you Mate! 
A M B IT IO N : to  inve rt B u rne tt Guy d 'A rva ll.
LEXIE MCGREGOR
R um our has i t  th a t Lexie does live in College, though  her appearance a t one College 
ph o to  and three fo rm a l meals does tend to  displace th is  the o ry . A pa rt fro m  her obvious 
place in the  academic spheres o f the College, and her com radship w ith  Sally and Helen, 
Lexie remains to  m ost o f us the "a n o n ym o u s" Lexie.
EDWARD QUAH
A  m eta llurg ica l engineer fro m  Singapore, he is a q u ie t deep th in k e r w ith  a pa ir o f w ild  
roving eyes. Edward m ust take the prize fo r the fastest m over on record fo r  having 
m arried last December to  gain experience. Presently he awaits a reun ion w ith  w ife  and 
kids. Likes: M ost o f M ayling. D islikes: Washing nappies, iron ing  and cooking. Favourite 
saying: " I t 's  fing e r-lick ing  good . . . "
ZAKIR RAHMANI
Foundation  m ember o f College. T yp ica l, self-professed Asian ph ilosopher w ho  theorizes 
by  in tu it io n  o r experience. Philosophized th a t life  is like  a sewer, w ha t you  get o u t o f  it  
depends on w hat you  p u t in  it. Keen fo llo w e r o f  Kamasutra. S tudied 90 m ating positions 
(in Chess) recently . Hyper-sensitive N a tiona lis t. Favourite  past-tim e—sleeping. The 
management has sacrificed some valuable space to  p u t in an advertism ent fo r  h im . "C a r 
fo r sale. Well con d itione d  F o rd —model Im perfec t. Owner going home. Prospective buyer 
p re ferab ly  a bom b disposal exp o rt. C ontact 999. A va ilab le  o n ly  du ring  w aking hours ."
GRAHAM REDDING
One cou ld  go on fo r ages ab ou t the exp lo its  o f Graham, b u t u n fo rtu n a te ly , space does 
no t p e rm it th is . He " ro l le d "  in fro m  Dalby (a small p rov inc ia l " to w n " )  in 1968, look ing  
fo r  an abundance o f w ine , wom en and song. He succeeded ad m irab ly  w ith  the firs t, 
everyone has heard his song on the  p iano, b u t as to  the  w om en, w ell you had be tte r ask 
Graham. In  1970, he ab ly  managed the  jo b  o f S tudent C lub Treasurer, w h ile  m a in ta in ing 
his usual quo ta  o f H .D .'s and D's. A ll th is  fro m  a greaser, to o ! Favourite  saying: I'm  
do ing Mechanical Engineering—N O T mechanical as in m o to r m echanic, so you 'd  be tte r 
ask big Dave to  f ix  yo u r car.
Bruce
Zakir
Graham
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Gerry
Tom
Swe
Helen
Roger
JON RICKETTS
With a record like he has, Jon "Pants" Ricketts is surely out of place at the top of F. 
Tower with Chuma, Clarkson and Leong. "Pants" became a Bachelor of Economics at 
the beginning of this year after starting part-time in 1965. Unfortunately he plans to sign 
his bachelorship and wild life away on the 10th december when he marries Lyn Eastern. 
Since Jon came to I.H. this year, he has lifted the standard of our rowing and football 
considerably, combining strategic meetings with drinking games and his infamous jokes. 
Incidently he rarely missed a conversion, with the wind behind him, and a try under the 
posts. Lately he has added to his skills water pistol shooting and his 14th bridge climb 
(he didn't go up the 13th time). Since the funeral of his Mazda (sold for $31,000 having 
done only 1,600 miles—"Pants" was very tired that morning) Jon has been studying hard 
at his post-graduate computer course so that he can get a good job in Germany next 
year. A t the moment he wants to watch the Olympic rowing and Lyn the Equestrian 
events. I have that feeling however that Jon will absolutely love horses.
GERRY SEETO alias Casanova
Owner of the latest sports car with which he won the booby prize in the annual I .H. Car 
Rally—perhaps he was led astray by his navigator? Whilst he prefers his nocturnal sports, 
he is not known to reject a drink during the day. Shows up at breakfast from time to 
time with a broken nose and black eyes—what a man, covered in battle scars. For your 
information—he will live in Port Moresby next year.
FRANK SHAO
Second best known "Tanzanian Playboy" shines day and night. Handles his experimental 
plants as zealously and conscientiously as he does his visitors in E 1 3. Whether lying 
down, sitting up or leaning on the desk, he faces Mt. Cootha which reminds him of the 
numerous, memorable 'conferences' he held there. The perturbing thought is this, very 
little was uttered in these "conferences". Much business was done in silence! Frank will 
probably be missed most by the P.M.G.; as his departure from I.H. would mean a serious 
reductions in phone calls.
TOM SOO
Thomas to his friends or Dentist Soo to his enemies. Brbad jumper, likes to attempt the 
tall ones. Hasn't broken any records lately due to his dedication to dentistry. Made some 
success earlier in the year, but promised to jump to greater heights after his course. 
Other credits—gourmet, keen observer (all sports), pianist (favourite playing tune—Alley 
Cat). Favourite Sunday morning past-time reading Sunday Truth, Sunday Mirror, King's 
Cross Whisper etc. etc. and the likes.
SOEMARDJO—SUMARIO
An Agricultural student from Indonesia planning to return home to improve soil fertility  
next year. His most famous excursion earned him the name "The Taipan K id" and as a 
result he spent some time in a Northern Hospital. It could be said that he will go to any 
lengths to avoid compulsory prac work. Although known for his artistic talents, few of 
us have ever seen his work, as being a perfectionist in this field, even his best is not good 
enough.
SWE THWIN
Burma—B.Sc. (Rangoon) Completing Ph.D. in Marine Biology. Occupation: skilled 
operator with 4-eyes X 100. Favourite Saying: "M y animals". Favourite pastime: A 
telephoto lens is better than climbing over a fence.
"The type he is, is hard to find"
Yet what he is, is hard to define.
"By name he is sweet in Between 
and can surely sway and win.
CLAUDIA UNDERWOOD
1971 again saw I.H. under the safe and sure guiding hand of an altruistic female, Queen 
Claude. Her keeness and constant harassment o f other executive members was 
appreciated by those involved in organizing for the Student's Club. Sporting a green 
Torana, she played the part of a good shepherd tending her little flock at Redland Bay 
with a few other "Aag’s". Will the wool industry now see a new boom with Claudia at 
the helm?
HELEN UNDERWOOD (Physiotherapist)
It has been observed by several males in College that Helen has a piercing, yet longing 
stare, which brings about hope for some and dispair for others. Another of Helen's 
attributes is her ability to eat icecream, for which she was once reported to have eaten 
seven helpings. Helen has also represented the College and the University in Athletics. 
She also enjoys tennis, squash and the occassional visitor from Canberra.
WENDY VAUGHAN
In the fateful year of '51, Wendy Vaughan entered the world in Townsville. Seventeen 
years later, found her residing in the domains of International House on the 
recommendation of a certain Mr. Spiers. Having taken Occupational Therapy, she has 
mastered quite a few skills, some of them being short-sheeting beds, throwing pillows 
and mattresses, frightening poor cleaning ladies, and of course playing the field, although 
I must admit that it looks like Chris Hogan has scored a goal in the latter of her talents. 
She likes ice-cream, men, and Hogan. She dislikes anyone called Mohammed and missing 
ferries at midnight. Her favourite saying—Oh chunder!
ROGER WONG
A quite electrical engineering student he has been seldom seen at I.H. over the last few 
years. It was rumoured that he used to 'hang-out' at Grace College, however since Sue 
moved over to I.H. he is often seen making his way over to G. Tower.
Jon
Frank
Soemardjo
Claudia
Wendy
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NOW YOU'LL TH IN K  I'M A  SCHIZ . . . Written over a few choobs by Ratty and Mole.
Greg Lane's cellar needed restocking as his supply of 
beer '71 was running low (the three dozen vintage beer won 
with a joke most foul at the Common Joke Contest did not 
last very long) so with the help of another warped mind in 
the shape of experienced entrepreneur Jon Ricketts, he set 
about preparing fo r the 1971 Mr. Ugly competition.
Experienced entrepreneur Mr. Ricketts was asked how 
he tackled the problem . .  . "Well, I had noticed the great 
potential Mr. Lane displayed and although I was permitted 
to use make-up to enhance his more prominent 
protruberances, I needed that basic ugliness that only Mr. 
Lane seemed to have. . ." , Thus it came to  pass that by 
unpopular appeal, Mr. Lane was erected as the ugliest 
candidate from International House.
Plans were elaborately laid in the dark precincts of D 
Tower as disgusting ideas were thrashed about. Finally a 
solution came to hand and mouth murderer, Tom Fang 
Soo, set about making a suitable set of choppers. Finally 
fhe big day came after a restless night by our hero and the 
bloodshot eye look was much appreciated by his make-up 
team headed by Lesley Ricketts. Lesley was delighted with 
such a revolting specimen as she set about accentuating 
certain distinctive features that only Mr. Lane was so 
unfortunately afflicted with. In the process of returning to
Judging time arrived and there stood our hero in the 
Forum surrounded by Boris the Beast, Peter Protozoa and 
Jason baby from BTQ-7. A showman to the end, Mr. Lane 
in a matching ensemble consisting of multicoloured 
boardshorts, riding boots and an academic gown decorated 
by products of Nationwide Caterers, flashed his revolting 
body in a manner that caused the women to shrink in fear. 
A t this stage, excited by the news media and the thought of 
more vintage choobs, saliva came to Mr. Lane's lips as he 
lurched o ff the rostrum into the crowd as if driven by some 
compelling urge. Now completely out of the control of his 
trainer, the beast slobbered over a young damsel (much to 
the delight of the crowd and news media) who cried out in 
distress . . . "Kelvin will kill me." Once again spurned by his 
fancy, he lurched o ff behind a bush. The young damsel 
(who refused to give her name as Sylvia) was asked how she 
enjoyed her brief encounter with the venerable Mr. Lane, to 
which she replied . . .  " I had a ball."
Well the long and the short of it  tells us that Mr. Lane 
won by a warty nose (hairs and all) from Boris and was 
proclaimed the ugliest man at the University by the 1945 
winner Dr. Humphries ( a tru ly ugly specimen) who 
remarked of the fine standard of ugliness maintained by the 
present generation.
Mr. U gly  and Friend
his lair in the dark precincts of D Tower our hero chanced 
upon a young man finalizing a bulk order with the college 
Pharmacist. The young man from Fiji (who refused to give 
his name as David) was left speechless and trembling and 
Was shocked to such an extent that only he and his dry 
cleaner realize.
That evening dressed as the Dr. Jeckyll side of his 
character, mild mannered smooth law student Gleg Rane 
danced away the night with Miss University 1971 (beauty 
and the beast) at the Miss Uni Ball. When asked how he 
enjoyed the evening Mr. Lane replied that he had a 
ball!
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Fresher's comprised one third of our college population 
this year and this is why we are bothering with them. The 
following documentary is aimed at being not only a report 
of fresher activities but also a guide to future first year 
students.
The fact that first impressions are often deceptive was 
no exception in our 1971 fresher community. Some 
individuals are of course still living as mistaken identities 
whilst the intentions of others were made clear from the 
first week of term.
Orientation week set the year o ff with a bang (for 
some). For the others the firs t few days never passed the 
"where do you come from — what are you doing?" stage. 
They were just a mere reflection of our schoolboy, 
schoolgirl days— the Toowoomba lads, the St. Hilda lasses, 
the Churchie boys and the Southport men? ? made it 
known that their patriotism was not to fall by the wayside.
The gentlemen found that their only means of making 
acquaintances was via the beer bottle. Together they would 
sozzle (profigliano), until enough self consciousness had 
been laybyed to allow them to adjourn to G Tower and 
from here to the Refectory fo r a dance, where one met 
tirades of new faces, never to be seen again . . .
"Bacardi Boy" looked an entire wreck after his quart of 
rum and can of coke. Up at the Refect he looked quite 
dishevelled, strutting around by himself with his permanent 
grin, ruffled hair and trailing shirt. Late that night on his 
way home, this particular gentleman was known to have 
barked back at the dogs as he wandered passed the Vet. 
Science kennels.
International House's orientation organisers made 
considerate allowances for freshers who might not like to 
venture up to the Refectory each night by holding coffee 
parties. These were only attended by the less Savage 
members of college.
We were extremely lucky to have in our presence a 
couple of very able tutors living in D Tower. They 
specialised in introducing a realm of party jokes along with 
stimulants which helped their student's appreciation of 
humour. One of these tutors has won a case of the almighty
amber fo r his prowess in this field. These little 
get-to-get-hers seem to have migrated in the general 
direction of C Tower fresher floor.
We are now going to discuss some of the actions of the 
more erratic members.
One particular fresherette was known to steal food from 
the dining room to feed— her pet possum— a cunningly 
disguised rat. Apart from other domestic misdemeanour;, 
such as scorching holes in men's shirts she has proved he1' 
worth by singing at college functions.
An other fresherette is a contender for 1972 College 
Spy!
One particular male fresher has been scorned by his 
comrades fo r his driving ability. His climax came one day 
when he tackled a bus (around the bumpers), while it was 
making a burst up the centre line along Coronation Drive 
To everyone's surprise, he had a new car in two days.
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Most freshers w ill be remembered for some particular 
incident in the year but one that comes to mind concerns 
the fresher with the penthouse view. His night of froth and 
bubble at the college formal w ill bring back colourful 
memories to all those people who saw him.
As the exams draw near, some of the more learned 
members of college have made all sorts of predictions 
regarding the number of first year students who will fail. 
These predictions have usually been made by people who 
have had plenty of experience in this field.
EASY RIDERS
Living in F Tower on "conch" floor, is an open scholar. 
Anyone noting the number of hours his light burns each 
bight would think he had shares in S.E.A. A t the moment, 
he is suffering from over exposure to fluorescent 
irradiation.
So ends the 1971 Fresher Report which is but an 
incompetent attempt at recording all the events and 
incidents involving the 1971 freshmen. We hope to end this 
Year on the same note it commenced on and return next 
year.
A fter starting the year innocently thinking I was going 
to buy and sell tooth brushes, deodorants etc. for the 
International House Clearasil Club I was soon enlightened 
on the real purpose of my job. Being called upon to sell 
urgent requirements at all times of the day and night— my 
hours of business seemed to be somewhat more like Greasy 
Harry's than most chemists I know.
Most customers seemed anxious and in a hurry and some 
seemed almost as if they had a shotgun at their heads (One 
particularly mixed up customer wanted some of those pills 
that make you froth at the mouth. Thinking perhaps he 
needed something for his dog's hydrofobia I probably sent 
him away with not what he'd come for).
The second term being the ball season business was brisk 
for awhile but now I have a small stockpile and there will 
be a spring sale of perishables soon— so get in before its too 
late.
The year has been a good business training for me and I 
found you just can't put anything over some people these 
days.
I've noticed an absence of many people who I thought 
would be good customers and I think last year's chemist 
must have been running a black market with last year's 
leftovers I think police issue can also be bought from my 
neighbour.
Car Rally weekend provided a funny incident when one 
contender asked if I sold 5-minute patches to cover 
blowouts.
It  did not take long for me to realize that some of the 
Malaysians must have shares in Malaysian rubber, because 
they were sure trying to boost sales in Australia.
A noticable sales drop has preceeded presidential 
election with candidates striving to keep their records 
straight.
I do not know whether I made as much money in the 
business as filte r tip Peter made from his machine or two 
bob Tranter made from his cans, but certainly a good profit 
has been shown this last financial year.
One customer accused me of my goods being inferior 
and frail, but I assured him they were guaranteed and I 
stood behind all my products.
Anyway, if  anybody wants any holiday supplies you'd 
better whip in and see me before you pull out at the end of 
term.
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A. SYTalking about fun . . .
"Chaos as City lashed by Giant Hailstorm" cried The Sun-Herald. Right there and then, we arrived. Amid the horde of 
people, the eclipse of the sun, the chaos of traffic, the anger of Zeus, and the monstrosity of Sydney, our contingent of 
twelve struggled to International House, University of New South Wales, for the start of the COR ROBO REE 1971.
Appearing among the packed giants of the University of 
NSW is International House, its main residential four-storey 
building forming a U. A  single storey building lies across its 
mouth, enclosing a quadrangle consisting of a small pool 
and garden. The bare concrete walls and floors suggested a 
raw and sort-of-natural atmosphere.
Just as the warmth of the House offered a much-wanted 
rest, lunch was being served. In trooped our hungry 
battalion. The cafeteria counter displayed refreshing fruit 
juices, delicious fresh fruits, and a range of attractive cold 
foods. However we found out from the kitchen staff, "only 
1 fruit please. 8c for the orange juice and 5c for the 
pineapple juice."
The spacious dining hall contains round wooden tables, 
each equipped with a 'lazy-suzy'. Eight seats are 
comfortably spaced around each table, giving each 
individual an equal vantage point to the food. Conversation 
on a round table seems easier.
The House accomodates 110 students, male/female in 
the ratio 1/1. It is the policy of the House to accept only 
undergraduates 3rd year and above, and post-graduates.
We had complete participation in sports and managed to 
win the chess and basketball competitions. Everyone tried, 
and among our outstanding triers were G.B. who slammed 
in our first goal against NSW in soccer; P.R. in table-tennis; 
R.L. who refereed a tough basketball match; R.F. in 
badminton; and S.W. in basketball.
The welcome party at the House was a buffet-dance 
affair. Food was very good, grog was unlimited; however, 
females were limited in number.
The sherry-dinner-dance at International House, Uni­
versity of Sydney gave us an opportunity to see another 
House. Its main eight-storey building is adjacent to its 
three-storey circular building containing dining hall, 
common room, and recreation rooms. Facilities far surpass 
ours; and male/female ratio is 2/1.
Other organised activities included an evening at the 
Mandarin Club in Sydney, where most of us were robbed 
by the one-arm bandit, while Uncle Scrooge (P.W.) tried in 
vain to warn us of the evil after his loss of 5 cents.
The trip to the Naval College in Jervis Bay was long, but 
to many of us, it was the first time we stepped on A.C.T. 
soil. An added attraction was the inspection of the famous 
H M AS Melbourne, flagship of the Australian Navy.
An evening at the famous Kings Cross proved too much 
for N.S.C. and P.W., who declared they have learned a new 
chapter in anatomy.
Finally the trophies for the various events were 
presented during the concluding dinner-dance at the House. 
The swinging Warden, Professor A.H. Willis, started the 
dance with one of his ex-residents.
In terms of organisation, this year's Corroboree did not 
run as smoothly as last year's in Brisbane. However, the 
generosity and hospitality of the House were highly 
commendable. Special thanks must go to Helge Pedersen 
and David Mah who did their utmost to make us feel at 
home.
The Ambassadors were Graeme Baguley, our poker 
machine expert; Patrick Wong, who believed Kings Cross a 
'Heaven'; Rasma Lee, the 'off-side' lineswomanl; David 
Staples, who declared booz his staple diet; Setareki 
Waisavu, our soccer captain who preached, "better late than 
never"; Kevin Wei, who left his mark on the trampoline; 
David Lee, the superstar???; Kepas Watangia, who mastered 
the chop-sticks to escape hunger; Rodney Frail, playboy 
from Brisbane, doing 3rd year law; Barbara Henderson, 'the 
trouble with boys....!' Patrick Roylance, who introduced 
strip-knuckles to girls in the House; Ng Seng Chin, our 
'tim-tam' king who had to be carried off forcefully from 
Pink Panther; and Alex Sy, self-appointed leader of the 
gang.
R ESU LTS
Chess
Table-Tennis 
Basketball 
Soccer 
Badminton 
Bridge
O V E R A L L
Brisbane
Sydney
Brisbane
Sydney
New South Wales 
Sydney
NEW SOUTH W ALES
The "Corroboree Gang" at Jervis Bay
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INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB
The International House Photographic Club was initiated 
in 1969 by John Eakins. There was a flurry of activity after 
the inaugural meeting and International House was filled 
with the noise of sawing, hammering, drilling and general 
chatter as a windowless storeroom at the basement of A 
tower was converted into a darkroom. A bench and a basin 
were erected. Ventilation was provided by an Expelair fan 
working in reverse and the stability of A block was 
undermined by the removal of one besser block and two 
reinforcing bars to create a hole to house the fan.
The darkroom was officially declared open by the 
Warden of International House on 18th June, 1969. In its 
humble beginning, the darkroom boasted of an old enlarger, 
a couple of trays and an old developing tank, the barest 
essentials for developing and printing. Through the efforts 
of Alex Sy and Leong, the darkroom has been brought to 
its present status of being fully equipped. Funds were raised 
by the sale of- photographs of college events and 
subscriptions were collected from members. The money 
obtained went to the purchase of photographic equipment. 
The darkroom is now equipped with a Durst 609 enlarger 
with a 50mm. Schneider lens and a 105mm. Soligor lens, a 
print dryer and glazer, developing tanks, contact printer 
and other essentials. The Club instigated the purchase of a 
college slide projector of which its is custodian and a 
16mm. projector was made available by Mr. Martin.
Slide lectures on techniques of photography have been 
given through the years. Demonstrations on the use of the 
darkroom were held for new members embarking on their 
journey through the intriguing world of developing and 
printing. College slide shows were organized, providing a 
review of the college activities during the year.
With the availability of a 16mm. projector, documentary 
films were shown for general viewing. The screening of 
films on foreign nations was another step towards 
international understanding. Two full length movies were 
screened this year with very good attendance from college 
members.
Many college functions were covered by the Club and 
most club negatives were available to club members for 
printing. Non-members could order the photographs and 
were charged very reasonable prices.
To encourage members to use the darkroom and to 
improve their photography, a photographic competition 
Was started in 1970. The prints submitted this year showed 
in general, an improvement over those submitted last year, 
reflecting on the progress of the Club.
The formation of the Photographic Club has provided an 
additional centre of activity for the college. In addition to 
catering for the interests of its members, it has benefited 
college through its activities and services. It provided 
permanent records of events in college, both memorable 
and infamous. Those without the facilities to record their 
cherished moments in college life has been provided with 
photographic memories at a very low cost. Black and white 
film can be obtained from the Club at less than half retail 
price and in general 20% discount can be obtained for 
Photographic material and equipment purchased through 
the Club.
1st
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Australia to: Singapore six times a week. 
Then on toßangkok nineteen times a week. 
Hong Kong twenty-one times a week.
Manila three times a week.
Kuala Lumpur ninety times a week. 
Taipei daily. Tokyo daily.
...and  now we go on to Rome and London 
three times a week!
A great way to fly
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INTERNATIONAL
SOIRÉE
(Our Day of Cross Cultural 
Interplay of Entertainment)
Soiree this year is a success story that emerged from 
sheer chaos in the weeks prior to its fulfilment.
Held on Saturday, 26th June, International Soiree 
featured two programmes— the afternoon programme 
included displays of the various countries presented by the 
students of those countries, a wine and cheese tasting 
function (our grateful thanks to the Wine Cellar for 
organizing this) and a Fashion Parade. To this were invited 
members of various Rotary Clubs which have helped in the 
establishment of I.H. and guests of College members. This 
section of the day's entertainment was not very successful 
and continued a waning interest in this segment noted in 
previous years.
This was more than countered by the success of the 
evening function. The programme was b r i e f l y b e e r  tasting 
and viewing of the national exhibits presented, a floorshow, 
supper and a casual dance afterwards. The only mar to the 
evening's enjoyment was the bitterly cold conditions 
Mother Nature provided, but the enthusiasm of those 
participating in the floorshow and the warm responses of 
the audience showed that general feelings were not to be 
put out by the weather conditions.
Those exhibits presented included displays provided by 
Burma, Fiji, Germany, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Singapore, U.S.A. and Vietnam. As well as showing art 
objects of great beauty and intricacy provided by the 
craftsmen of these countries, these displays were very 
informative and students from the various countries were 
quite willing to explain and point out the lesser known 
details.
The floorshows this year, while quite long, was both 
interesting and enjoyable and many very favourable 
comments on it came to our ears afterwards. It was pleasing 
to see the obvious enthusiasm and enjoyment with which 
various items were presented and the warm applause of the 
audience this engendered. Under Grant Vinning's watchful 
eye, the evening's entertainment ran smoothly. Malaysian 
singing and dancing opened the floorshow, and the natural 
Stace and rhythm of these people in their dances set the 
töne for the evening. The audience was treated to a 
selection of Indonesian songs led by "Genghis Khan" 
Sentosa.
Dancers and musicians from the German Club in 
Brisbane were a new feature of the floorshow and were 
favoured by the audience for their remarkable enthusiasm
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and vigour displayed in their national dances. Rhythm and 
easy moment displayed by many island groups were 
particularly evident in the Fijian dancing presented by a 
group of native Fijians. However, the white Fijians were not 
overlooked and joined the dancers in rendering some lovely 
Fijian songs.
Grace and rhythm were also shown in the New Guinean 
item though on a more subdued note. Many of the audience 
sympathized with the native dances for their lack of 
clothing in the cold conditions! !
Not seen in previous Soiree floorshows were the dancers 
of the Philipines who kindly came from outside College to 
portray the beauty and cleverness of a few traditional 
Phillipine dances. Their colourful dances and costumes were 
thoroughly appreciated.
The Vietnamese students provided some true Viet­
namese songs and the rendition of a sad love poem by two 
of them with its haunting notes w ill not easily be forgotten 
by those present. The girls. Hang and Thuy, outdid 
themselves in their performance of a Vietnamese dance and 
were highly regarded by the audience.
The Folk Club was represented and sang a few songs 
which were perhaps more familiar to most of the audience.
It was indeed a successful evening and thanks must go to 
many people for the efforts they contributed to its 
smooth-running. Our thanks to all the members of the 
Soiree Committee but especially to Robin, Sylvie, John 
Wills and Michael Tang; to Mr. Cribb and Mr. Martin for 
their help, support and encouragement and to B. 0 . G. for 
their kind financial support. Thanks to all those College 
members who creditably carried out their allotted tasks not 
always very interesting but essential to the efficient running 
of the function. Special mention to Santosa and his helpers 
for constructing the entrance de'cor and the backdrop for 
the stage. Our thanks also to Grant Vinning for this 
characteristic performance as M.C. for the floorshow and to 
all the tutors who offered their kind support. We must also 
extend our gratitude to many other people who helped in 
various ways and to the participants of the floorshow for 
the wonderful entertainment they provided.
We hope that next year's Soiree will emanate the success 
of this year's function. We made a pro fit of $100 and this 
money will be held over for next year's Committee to use 
in promoting International Soiree 1972.
Cathy Heath 
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THE I.H. CAR RALLY
Tony Kellond-Knight.
Saturday, July 10th dawned fine and cloudless. A t 8.45 
a.m. the seventeen cars were in position at the front of 
College, and the briefing began.
A t 9.00 a.m. the blue Redding Mini roared o ff from the 
parking bays to begin the rally, joined by the other cars 
starting at two minute intervals.
By a little  after 9.30 all the cars were away, and running 
on the first leg of the route, which took them through 
Acacia Ridge, Kingston, Beenleigh and on to the Pacific 
Highway. Points were lost by Gerry Seeto, Steve Vedelago, 
Luc and Frank Shao fo r starting at the incorrect time, while 
the eventual winners, the Brooks-Bianci Sprite lost 30 
points by attempting a short-cut to the "V illage" through 
the Walcott Street roadblock, being unfamiliar with the 
road closure.
Once on the Pacific Highway, the cars headed South for 
only a short distance before turning o ff the Highway, where 
slightly more complicated directions resulted in most 
drivers losing points before and after reporting in to 
Control 1, manned by the Fowler Wagon. Points were also 
lost fo r arriving early or late at control points, through 
failure to maintain the set average speed.
After receiving instructions fo r Leg 2 from David 
Fowler, the route lay down the Pacific Highway and on to 
Nerang, passengers throughout being required to keep their 
eyes open to answer questions about the scenery they 
passed along the way.
Once the Nerang River was crossed, the cars headed for 
Gilston, and then past Advancetown. The three-mile steep 
climb to Springbrook was taken easily by all cars, which 
then turned into the Parlingbrook Falls Park to check into 
Control 2 with Philip Kellond-Knight and Donna Kontze 
doing the checking in.
The third leg consisted of a conducted tour of the 
Springbrook area, with no time lim it, and competitors were 
required to note geographical details of the lookouts, etc. 
there were few points lost on this leg.
The finish was at the same place as Control 2, and 
contestants then had a Barbeque lunch, after which to the 
obvious dismay of some, the results were not announced! A 
further test was required— it seemed obvious by the number 
of small dents in cars parked around college, that some 
raising in the standard of parking would be beneficial! Thus 
a parking test was arranged and here the cars with good, all 
round visibility were slightly advantaged, and those who 
imbibed with their lunch slightly disadvantaged!
This completed the rally, and after discussion of protests 
the results were announced.
Old collegians Jim and Bruce Brooks w ith Steve Bianci 
in the Austin Healey Sprinte beat Bruce Manser, Ann 
Edwards, and Packer-Shelley team by only 5 points to win 
the electric wall clock and travelling clock. This meant that 
second place getter Bruce Manser won the Cup fo r the best 
college entry, while the Refidex map directory Booby prize 
was won by Seeto-Petty-Wei-Henderson team.
There were no casualties, everyone finished, and the 
ladies fared quite well— the Claudia Underwood team 
finished 5th overall, though Ann Hawgood was unlucky to 
lose hér emergency instructions, incurring a 180 point 
penalty.
Judging the success o f the day by the fact that none of 
the organizers strung up afterwards— apparently even those 
who did not win enjoyed themselves!
My thanks go to Dave Fowler, Penny Bright, Philip 
Kellond-Knight and Donna Kontze fo r their organizing 
help, and to Robert Minchin fo r his help with posters and 
parking.
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SOCIAL REPORT
The I.H. Social Calendar in 1971 has been as always 
"extensive". The year began with a bang and the "Fresher's 
Welcome" was its usual success, thanks to Claudia's 
organisation and the dependable enthusiasm of the 
fresh-and-undisillusioned first-years.
The next social endeavour, the First Term Hop, was a 
little demoralising—numbers were definitely down, and 
only about one third of the college "swung" to a not too 
spectacular band. 1971 has I think seen the inevitable 
demise of "The Hop". The Social success of the "A t  
Home" with general frieking-out, and turning-on, renewed 
college spirit somewhat and almost wiped out any bad 
thoughts about the future of college social activities.
We daringly stepped out this year and trod upon the 
forbidden ground of co-ed college dinners, in a quite
pleasant confrontation with Union College. Hopefully 
college may become more ambitious next year and try it 
again—and again—and again!
Another new idea is about to be put to the test in third 
term. As we feared disaster in staging another Hop, I.H. is 
about to be thrust into a state of paramount excitement 
and enjoyment as the first—and not the last, I hope—"Party 
Nite" is launched.
The Social Committee may, or may not be in existence 
after this occasion—d epending upon the reaction of the I.H. 
Military. However if the worst is to be faced, the blame for 
the 1971 social misdemeanors lies with the following gang, 
Betsy, Robbi, Ann, Din, Aidid (sometimes found under the 
alias "Terry") and David, who will provide a formidable, 
hard working opponent.
Freiberg
'BUT YOUR HIGHNESS, FOOTY SEASON IS OVER! 
THIS IS THE I.H. COLLEGE FORMAL!"
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COLLEGE SPORTING BLUES
At a meeting on 1/4/71, the Sports Committee 
amended the conditions for awarding a Full and Half Blues, 
as follows: —
(a) Awards of College Blues and Half Blues shall be 
made by the College Sports Committee and their 
decision will be final.
(b) The quorum for a Blues Awards Committee 
meeting shall be seven (7) members and no award 
shall be granted where a nominee receives less than 
five (5) votes.
(c) Blues Awards will be announced at the Vale­
dictory Dinner.
(d) The awards in one year are based on the 
performance of the member in that year. A  
member can not be awarded a Half Blue after 
having gained Full Blue standard before.
(e) The minimum qualification for a member to be 
considered for an award in one year, is nine (9) 
points for a Full Blue and seven (7) points for a 
Half Blue, these points being awarded as follows: —
(i) If a member plays for the House in an Official 
or Unofficial I.C.C. sport, the member may be 
awarded one (1) or two (2) points depending 
on the member's keenness, standard of play, 
and contribution to that College sport. The 
above to be decided by the Captain and/or 
Convenor of that sport with the approval of 
the Sports Committee.
(ii) If a member is selected in an I.C.C. team, the 
member may gain an additional one (1) point, 
with the approval of the Sports Committee.
(iii) If a member has played an I.C.C. sport for the 
House and reached Inter-varsity, State, or 
combined Australian Universities standard in 
that year but failed to gain the minimum 
number of points, the member may be 
considered and the decision will be made by 
the Sports Committee.
(iv) Points may be awarded by the Sports 
Committee for participation in Corroboree 
sports other than I .C.C. sports.
(f) A  member cannot gain a Full Blue by playing only 
one sport for College.
(g) The gaining of the minimum points does not 
necessarily entitle a member to an award, as the 
Sports Committee will also take into consideration 
the member's contribution to College sport and 
the standard of play.
FULL BLUES
C ATH Y  HEATH 
SAR I MASO  
A L E X  SY
HALF BLUES
LEONG K.Y. 
D A V E  STA PLES
TR IER 'S  AW ARDS
This year the College Sports Committee decided to 
present TRI E R 'S  AW A RD S to members of College who
1. have played several sports for the College in the 
present year,
2. have shown keeness and sportsmanship towards the 
sports they have played, no matter what proficiency 
they showed in those sports, and
3. have not qualified for a higher award.
These awards are given as a recognition of these people 
for their contribution to College sport and as an inspiration 
to others, even to some who have performed better; so that 
we do not forget the worth of these sportsmen and 
sportswomen to College. As with Blues, these awards need 
not be given and are not consolation prizes for those who 
did not reach Half Blue standard.
The awards for 1971 go to:
ANN EDW ARDS 
P. RO YLAN C E  
W. T R A N T ER  
K. W ATAN G IA  
K. WEI
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SPORTS
NEWS
compiled by 
Tom Soo 
& Rasma Lee
WOMEN'S HOCKEY
Having entered the season with one practice and a 
pessimistic outlook from some sections of the team, we 
came out of the competitions 3rd, beaten only by Grace 
and Women’s This by the way, was the best any I.H. 
Women's Hockey team had ever done. Those who played 
were A. Brown and J. Petty our wings, J. Heatley, A. 
Edwards, and C. Heath our inner field players, R. Lee, D. 
Loeken, J. Buchanan and S. Heatley, our halfs, K. Wong 
and C. Lobegeler, our backs, R. Mcllwain, our goalie and 
our starry captain and centre forward B. Henderson.
I would like to bring to notice, the Heatley sisters who 
improved greatly towards the end of the season and proved 
to be great assets to the team, Anne Edwards who was only 
a novice to the game but seemed to do most things right 
and Robin Mcllwain who did an excellant job as a goalie. 
Since we did so well this year with one practice and placed 
third, let's practice next year to get the premiership.
Also, w ithout any doubt, our supporters greatly aided 
the team to some victorious games. The ladies of 
International House seemed to have performed their task 
very satisfactorily and for this the hockey team is 
well-pleased. The gentlemen of International House of 
course, too, performed their task very well. Their support is 
greatly appreciated. All the above is the essence of a truly 
enjoyable and interesting game not only for the players but 
also for the supporters themselves.
Finally, I would like to congratulate the hockey players 
°n their brilliant performance and understanding, and, 
without doubt, we were a 'good team' for 1971.
The below-mentioned players represented the college: 
Vilaseri, Barney Wickepa, Sari Maso, Steffan Long, Leong, 
John Church, Saniosa, Clive Savage, Geoff Clyde, Din 
Johan, Aidid Shariff,'Graeme Baguley. Reserve: Kevin Wei.
The following players were included in the I.C.C. team 
for 1971:— Din Johan, John Church, Geoff Clyde, Aidid 
Shariff, and Barney Wickepa.
MEN'S HOCKEY
It has been a very interesting year for the hockey team. 
With very little training— perhaps due to a wrong training 
schedule, with some players falling into confusion as to 
when and where was the training session— we managed 
eventually, w ith a little b it of optimism and fun and 
understanding among the players, to gain second place in 
the I.C.C. game. Interesting to note that we were also 
fortunate to have some tru ly enthusiastic players without 
whose enthusiasm— the team might not have been able to 
attain such a success in the I.C.C. game. These players I 
hope will continue to provide the enthusiasm so that more 
good hockey continues and will be exhibited in I.C.C. 
games in the coming years.
Perhaps our success in the I.C.C. game could be 
attributed to the 'state of fitness' among the hockey 
players. Despite the lack of hockey training, players have 
shown a responsibility to keep themselves fit. "Late nights' 
graph seemed to show a slight fall during the hockey 
season". This was very encouraging.
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W OM EN 'S  B A SK E T B A L L
The basketball team went into the season ready, but 
cautious, to follow our unbeaten record of last year. We 
had some new blood in the team in the form of A. Cribb 
(attack wing) and A. Edwards (assistant goalie). The 
veterans were K. Wong (goalie), R. Lee (centre), B. 
Henderson (defence wing), C. Sawyer (defence assistant), 
and C. Heath (defence goalie). We played in most of the 
games losing only to Grace and Women's who came 1st and 
2nd respectively in the competition. I would like to extend 
our thanks to Kini, our captain and Dagma who bravely and 
patiently refereed all our games. Next year I hope there will 
be a more enthusiastic response to our call for players.
M E N 'S  B A SK E T B A L L
The I.C.C. basketball season opened with our superior 
form over Union college in an impressive 45-17 victory. 
However King's crushed us down in our second match. 
Next, we snatched away a one point victory from St. John's 
but later to be overcome by Emmanuel. Then Cromwell 
failed to match our standard, and finally with full court 
all-out man-to-man tactics, we ran through St. Leo's with 
77-25.
Thus we finished the season as second runner up to 
King's. Our team was led by Alex Sy, our captain; David 
Lee, our rebounder; Roger Wong, our veteran guard; Kevin 
Wei, our spirited forward; and Kepas Watangia, our keen 
rookie. Other players included Leong, our catapult; John 
Chiu, our enthusiastic defence; Bill Tranter, our rookie with 
yet unshown potential; Vilaseri Tuicolo, our high jumper; 
and Sari Maso, our speedy forward.
The I. C. C. Representatives 
WOMEN SPORTS
Rowing:
Athletics:
Basketball:
Hockey:
C. Hogan (cox)
D. Miller (stroke) 
M. J. Scott
A  Hawgood 
C. Heath 
A  L. Cribb 
C. Heath 
B. Henderson 
R. Lee 
K. Wong
MEN SPORTS
Rowing: S. Hawgood (cox) 
J. Ricketts (stroke) 
D. Staples
Athletics: B. Darvall
S. Maso
T. Soo
Hockey: J. Church 
G. Clyde 
D. Johan 
A  Sha riff 
B. Wickepa
Football: D. Staples
Basketball: A. Sy
Soccer: J. Chiu
(Unofficial) J. Chuma
fo r a ll o u te rw e a r
THE VILLAGE BOUTIQUE
at
Ironside Shopping Centre St. Lucia, Ph. 70 7691
and 214 M oggill Rd., Taringa, 71 3645
Nationwide Food Service
Is proud to serve
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
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ATHLETICS
TEAM
1971
BACK: John Chandler, Burnie Darval, Sari Maso, John Cameron, Bob McDonald, Tom Soo, 
Patrick Roylance, Kim Rouse.
FRONT: Cathy Heath, Kim Wong, Dagmar Loeken, Anna-Lee Cribb, Angela Walkden-Brown, 
Barbara Henderson.
ATHLETICS
The cross-country runs saw our women's team (Heath 
3rd, Walkden-Brown 6th, Loeken 7th) win by a handsome 
margin over Milton House, and our men's team (Clarkson 
7th, Chandler 8th, Wills 19th) came a close second to 
Cromwell College.
On the 26th April (Championship afternoon), John 
Chandler spearheaded the challenge with a courageous 
sprint down the home stretch in the 800 metres after a slow 
first lap to narrowly miss the silver.
Anna-Lee led from the gun in the 100 metres, but lost 
considerable ground towards the end because of a 
troublesome piece of female attire. She was edged out for 
second place, but still managed to run 13.9 seconds for a 
new I.H. record.
Next came the glamourous men's 100 metres featuring 
sprinters of repute. The finish was predicted to be close and 
this turned out to be so with Sari maintaining advantage 
from a superb start to just snatch the decision in a 
desperate lunge.
John Cameron then flopped himself over the bar to 
come a close second in the high jump.
Angela cleared four feet in the women's high jump to 
equal the I.H. record.
The high hurdles and 200 metres saw our tireless 
Cameron prove his versatility by gaining third placings in 
both events. Then Miss Cribb surprised everyone by 
Winning the 200 metres in convincing style, leading right 
from the start and drawing away strongly at the finish.
Tom won the long jump gold in a new I.H. record of 22 
fest despite knee trouble, but was beaten by the West 
African champ in the triple jump, an event which featured 
good distances from both jumpers, and led to the eclipse of 
the I.C.C. record.
it Kini heaved the shot well enough to gain a bronze, while 
Burn" in the next event bounced the heavier ball to a new 
LH. record distance of 37'6%" to snatch victory and claim 
tne fourth gold for the afternoon.
By this time team morale was high, but the javelin 
Which was next, dampened all hopes when our highly
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favoured performer was not to be found. Nevertheless, 
praise must go to good old "Barne" who gamely substituted 
w ithout complaint to just miss a placing.
Barb than hurled the discus to another new I.H. record 
of 73 feet, but managed only a bronze due to an 
improvement in standards.
Helen U. messed up her run-up in the long jump, but still 
recorded a legitimate 14'7" to break her own I.H. mark by 
'A " She came second in the competition.
Kim made a valiant e ffort in the 400 metres to record 
53.4 seconds, but was edged out for fourth place.
The sprint quartet of Anna-Lee, Angie, Dagmar, and 
Helen U. ran to come second in a new I.H. record time of 
55.8 seconds.
Chandler was well up with the leaders in the early laps of 
the 1,500 metres, but faded badly over the last lap to miss a 
place.
With only the men's sprint relay to be decided, Johns led 
both I.H. and Kings by 2 points. Our boys (Rouse, 
Roylance, Maso and Cameron) had a bet going and were 
determined to win. Rouse looked rather tired in the first 
leg, but the baton exchange was reasonable. Roylance 
running second proved to be a b it tight, but the worst was 
to come at the next exchange when Sari took o ff too soon. 
However, when he finally got the baton our flash soon 
gobbled up the leeway and we were actually slightly ahead 
at the last changeover. Cameron shot to the lead and 
maintained it until the last 10 yards when both anchormen 
from Johns and Kings seemed to have found something 
extra, and all three leapt at the tape in an eye-dazzling 
finish which only a photo-finish camera could have 
separated. However a controversial decision had to be made 
and a tie was announced between Johns and I.H. This 
meant that we had come second in the men's overall points. 
Our ladies also came second behind the strong Women's 
contingent.
Sari Maso, Tom Soo, Burnie Darvall, Anna-Lee Cribb 
and Cathy Heath made the I.C.C. team.
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BILL & SAMS
ST. LUCIA FISH SUPPLY
FAMOUS for STEAKBURGERS
All Seafoods
Cigarettes
Cold-Drinks
ST. LUCIA VILLAGE 
Ph: 70-1908
THIS IS THE TIME OF THE YEAR TO KEEP AWAKE AND KEEP FIT. 
KEEP FIT WITH MULTI-VITAMINS
Take NO-DOZ 
or DYNAMO
Chemist in St. Lucia Village Shopping Centre
M YADEC or 
PLU RAVIT
Chadwicks Book & Gift Shop
UN,. ST A T IO N A R Y , C A M S ,  QOLDEN CASKET 
BO O KS A N D  G IFTS  A N D  A R T  SU PPLIES  FREE GIFT WRAPPING
INCENSE, CAN D LES , PO STERS
IN THE NEW UNI. ARCAD E —  THE G IF T  BO X  —
phone: 70 7967 . . . .. .
VARSITY MILK BAR 
& COFFEE LOUNGE #
Proprietors: R. A. & M. E. TOWNER
______________________  . .
JH
AM ERICAN STYLE  HAM BURGERS 
TEA  AND SNACKS 
FRESHLY-CUT SANDWICHES
PHONE: 71 1395
BOB BR O W N IN G ’S 
FOOD MARKET
\
Phone 70 8849
M i n i  i n n i
ST. LU C IA  J5UPA-VALU
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FOOTBALL SWIMMING
Finally, this year the l-H- heavies were "a little heavier" 
than in previous years and severely broke with that "one 
win a season" tradition which has persisted fo r six years. 
The team came third in the I.C.C. competition after being 
beaten by Leo's and Emmanual, drawing w ith Johns, and 
defeating Union, Cromwell and Kings.
In the forwards, Sam Hawgood played a spirited game as 
hooker which won I.H. plenty of ball and he was ably 
supported by Dave Staples, who was I.H.'s sole 
representative on the I.C.C. team. Jon Ricketts (captain) 
played well in the back row and made some penetrating 
runs in the back line. Ian Carruthers played an outstanding 
season in the full-back position. Supporters were thrilled by 
outstanding performances such as Sari Maso's two 50-odd 
yard goals in the Emmanual match, and by tries scored by 
Villa, Barnie and Seta. Because the overall standard of play 
was much better than in other years, most players deserve 
credit, but these are too numerous to mention here.
The team thanks our coaches Mac. Hamilton and Dave 
Rowlands and others who gave their advice, and we feel 
especially indebted to those spectators who braved the 
wind, the cold, and the Johnsmen to give much needed 
support.
After this year's e ffort in the competition, I think that 
we will recommend a revision of the points system which, 
at this stage, only goes to fourth place. Out of the 
seventeen events on the night, I.H. managed to struggle to 
fifth  place in nine of them.
Thanks must go to my "friends" for the impromptu 
christening I received on arrival at the Valley Stadium. 
Commendations to Helen, Ann, and Ruscoe for their 
valiant efforts. The prize for the best false start of the night 
must definitely go to Ian— magnificent, obviously no 
obstruction could possibly stop this powerful member of 
the team.
Congratulations to the Fresherettes— Betsy, Anna-Lee, 
Lois Lane, and Joan Cameron whose obvious supremacy in 
race tactics easily won them their event, contrary to the 
biased commentator.
Let it be known that the Captain endeavours to look 
after his team at all times:— A certain Blue Bug was dying of 
thirst in Adelaide Street on the way back to I.H. 
Fortunately it was saved, just in the nic-o-time, by the Blue 
and Cream Rolls Royce Petrol Brigade— appreciation for the 
christening no doubt.
Thanks also to David, J.C., Patrick W. Patrick C. the 
christeners fo r helping to improve upon 1970's efforts by 
one place in the Mens. Sally, Liz and Jenny no doubt are 
training hard for next year.
SWIMMING
Peter Ruscoe, David Walkden-Brown, Janet Buchanan, John Cameron, Jenny Heatley.
SOCCER
In spite of being unofficial in I.C.C., soccer was highly 
esteemed in the college. The team started the season with 
some enthusiatic training. However our first 2-3 unlucky 
defeat by St. Leo's gave the team a blow. In the second 
match, it recovered to its usual standard holding Union to a 
two all draw.
Injuries and absence of best players led us to a tragic 
defeat by King's, in which the opponents booted four goals 
into our net while our forwards were struggling helplessly 
against their hard tough backs. After these disappointing 
results the team started to display better team-work and 
co-ordination to claim a 4-3 victory against Emmanuel. In 
top form, we thrashed St. John's by 10-1, the highest 
scoring ¡n this year's I.C.C. competition. To close the 
season, we won against Cromwell by 2-1.
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Our team was led by our 'black pearl' Joe Chuma as 
captain, w ith fast wings such as Stephen Vedelago and Din 
Johan to keep up a constant feed of balls to our striker 
John Aloizos. Mid-field was looked after by our 
ball-handler Aidid Shariff, and fast breaking Patrick 
Roy lance. The strong defence was formed by hard tackling 
Leong and Peter Buak, with David Lee to face the high 
attacks and our experienced Norman Cheng as sweeper. 
Between the posts was John Chiu, our flying goal-keeper. 
Talented Alex Sy gave a fine performance as a skippy under 
the posts as well as a fast forward. Other players were Bill 
Tranter with great potential and Enoch Dradu, another fast 
winger.
The team finished fourth just after St. Leo's, with 
undeafted King's and Union leading the table.
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The most pleasing feature of this years tennis was the 
support we received each week from members of College. It 
is encouraging to the players to think that someone still 
cares about this somewhat forgotten sport in College.
Leong must be commended on the way he ensured that 
his team was at the courts on time. On several occasions 
certain fresher members were still suffering from the effects 
of some fairly torrid parties the night before.
In actual standard we were definitely inferior to the 
other teams but we did manage to win the odd rubber and 
beat St. Johns on a forfeit.
International House's participation in golf was rather 
poor this year. Out of our four players only three finished, 
so we didn't gain a place as we need four players to hand in 
their cards.
Our three players were Peter Ruscoe, Graham Wight and 
Kim Rouse.
Regular players were Leong, Bob McDonald, Dave 
Walkden-Brown, Alex Sy, and Peter Shaw.
SQUASH
These sports unfortunately were sadly neglected a ,d 
therefore have no reports worth mentioning.
become a V.I.P.
AND YOU WILL RECEIVE OUTSTANDING 
SERVICE AND BIG SAVINGS ON ALL. 
YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC PURCHASES.
I t  Costs Nothing to J o i n ,  Become 
a George's VIP Customer NOW!
MIRANDA NTZ
VIP P r i ce  $269.50
Latest Miranda RE body complet 
with Soligor NTZ f3.5/55 —
135mm. lens, close up lens an 
field case.
Total value ...............  $3S3.5n
COLOUR FILM
Top quality German colour S ide 
Film. 50 ASA in 36 exposure 
cassettes. Price includes quick pro­
cessing service and plastic mounts. 
Price was $6.45 each. Now only
now only $3.99
SLIDEMATIC
I.Q.
Semi automatic, projector by Han- 
imex with quartz iodine lens. 
There is no comparable projector 
within $20.00 of our price.
$39.95
BUDGET 
ENLARGING 
OUTFIT
Value 
$69.00
35mm. Enlarger lens, masking 
board, enlarging lamp, 3 dishes, 
print tongs, paper and chemicals. 
Sale $49.56
C a m era  S to re
P T Y  LTD .
VIP CUSTOMERS RECEIVE BIG DISCOUNTS 
ON ALL PURCHASES. NOT ONLY CAMERAS, 
BUT FILMS, DEVELOPING & PRINTING 
AND ALL SMALL ACCESSORIES. RING OR 
CALL AND BECOME A VIP !
152 ADELAIDE STREET, BRISBANE 21 9911
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Rowing
WOMEN'S ROWING
As usual early in the season, we had many keen 
would-be rowers, but as usual, unfortunately, this dwindled 
to twelve making up the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Women's Fours 
and leaving the 4th Fours race w ithout a crew from 
International House.
Similar to last year, these 3 crews fell into the light 
weights, D. Miller, M. J. Scott, A. Hawgood, C. Heath, the 
mixed weights, R. Lee, M. Mustafa, C. Sawyer, C. 
Lobegeier, and the heavies, B. Henderson, A. Walkden- 
Brown, S. Jennerwein, J. Petty.
The heavies did not make their debut until the 
Emmanuel Oar when they rowed in 2nd last, with C. 
Underwood as their bow. With only two hours of rowing 
training under their belts, this crew did very well by placing 
4th in the 2nd Women's Fours race which happened to be 
two grades higher than what they should have rowed. Bow 
Petty noted for her laxing of work which she thought 
wouldn't be noticed by cox who was so far away from her, 
stroke side Jennerwein's chatter and rocking which nearly 
knocked bow and cox out of the boat, number three seat 
Brown who never seemed tired after a race and who caught 
numerous crabs, and lastly their novice stroke Henderson, 
who rowed 3 last season, helped to rock the boat and of 
course had her share o f crabs.
The light weights rowed in every regatta, placing 2nd in 
a majority of them and finally taking the honours in the 
U.Q.B.C. and the I.C.C. Regattas. There seemed to have 
been a problem between this crew and their cox, C. Hogan, 
as somehow fate made it impossible for Chris to cox any of 
their races until fortunately on I.C.C. day when he coxed 
their winning race. The four rowers in this crew were all 
veterans to this sport, all having rowed very well this and 
last season. Congratulations!
The mixed weights or the 1st Women's Fours consisted 
of last seasons winning novice crew plus replacement stroke 
R. Lee. This crew did not have the success they hoped for 
but I'm sure had an enjoyable season. The main problem 
this crew had, was that none of them could hear the alarm 
clock ring. Our cox, S. Hawgood d idn't mind but it sure 
showed up in their races. Just as they were reaching 
something resembling fitness, stroke side was taken ill and 
they were o ff the river for nearly two weeks, thus resulting 
in their coming 4th in every race including the I.C.C. 1st 
Women's Fours.
I'm sure the rest of the rowers would join me in 
thanking S. Hawgood, C. Hogan, J. Cameron, D. Staples 
and H. Yeap and R. Minchin who all helped in coaching and 
coxing our Women's crews.
I.H. ROWING EIGHT
Cox: Sam Hawgood Stroke: Jon Ricketts,
Chris Clarkson, Greg Lane, Dave Staples, John Chandler, Tony Knight, Chris Hogan, Alex Sy.
MEN'S ROWING
The rowing season this year has been called the most 
successful College has contested. This improvement is due 
to the coaching and enthusiasm of Jon Ricketts and to the 
special e ffo rt given to training by all crews. The eight was 
formed a day before the I.C.C. Regatta but thanks to  the
encouragement given by Dave Staples in 5 seat, it was able 
to beat Union across the line.
The Senior four rowed very well to finish a close second. 
The senior pair, although tiring fast, were able to hold o ff 
the opposition for a win in their event. The novice four 
and novice pair both rowed very well showing future 
potential to finish 6th and 3rd respectively.
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DAVID S RESTAURANT
225 Hawken Drive, St. Lucia
Downstairs, next to T.A.B.
Take away meals available Phone 71 3669
Special Catering for Functions
Top Class Chinese Restaurant 
Air conditioned Fine Foods 
Fine wines in Luxurious 
Surroundings Dine and 
Dance
ST. LUCIA NEWS
NEXT TO BANK N.S.W.
RECORDS,
MAGAZINES, PAPERBACKS, PERIODICALS 
NOTE-PAPER, CARDS etc.
SOLE AGENT IN ST. LUCIA FOR NEWSPAPERS
.. .................................................................................................................................................... ................................................ *
COSMETICS 
REVLON RIMMEL 
MAX FACTOR 
CYCLAX
DISCOUNTS AVAI LABLE
C A M P U S  P H A R M A C Y
PERFUMES: 
PIERRE BALMAIN 
WORTH
SCHIAPARELLI
fo r s ta ff & s t u d e n t s
COBB & CO. 
MENNEN 
ETC .
UNION COMMERCIAL CENTRE UNI. OF OLD. 
PH O NE 7 0 1 5 0 9
KODAK FILMS 
& DEVELOPING-  
ILFORD PAPERS
W H O L E S A L E  M E N S W E A R  O N  C A M P U S
from
PETER SHEARER INTERNATIONAL
NEW  UNI. SHOPPING ARCADE 
Ph. 701777
Jolie Fleur Florist
cnr. Central Ave. and Hawken Dve., St. Lucia PHONE 71 1730 
also Kenmore PHONE 78 5449 A/H 47 4965 
WE DELIVER ANYWHERE
SPECIALISTS IN WEDDING BOUQUETS
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ALUMINI
NEWS
Amendments to the constitution to make provisions for 
an Alumni representative on the Board of Governors were 
published in last year's Kanyana and voting on these was 
requested by June 1, 1971. We had few replies but the 
decision seems clear. The amendments are printed below 
with the results:
Add to Section 4:
"The Alumni representative to the Board of Governors 
shall be elected at this meeting."
Add Subsection 6(c):
"6(c) Alumni Representative
(I) Lease when necessary between the Board of 
Governors, the Alumni, and where possible the 
students."
(II) Submit a report at the Annual General meeting 
briefly outlining the activities of the Board of 
Governors."
In Section 11 (a) add:
"and the Alumni Representative to the Board of 
Governors 'after' . . . appointment of a secretary and 
treasurer of the association."
In favour: 8
Against: 1
Delete from Section 5:
"Nominations require a proposer and seconder and will 
be called for at the meeting. Voting shall be preferential."
Add to Section 4:
"Nominations require a proposer and will be called for 
at the meeting. Voting shall be preferential."
In favour: 9
Against: 0
Only one person was against having an Alumni 
Representative on the Board of Governors, maintaining this 
Would be interfering in present day college and student
affairs, in which we are no longer involved. However, our 
representative has been on the board for one year now and 
no problems along this line have arisen. In fact, the Alumni 
representative can play an important role, for he has the 
benefit of having a greater understanding of students and 
student conditions in International House and can help 
make rational decisions, w ithout being tied to a sometimes 
partial student body.
Since the last Kanyana two newsletters have been 
published with another one timed for October. These have 
included considerable news of Old International all over the 
world.
In the final months of 1970, the first International 
House Alumni Dinner was held, where the small group 
there, had a marvellous time renewing old friendships.
The 1971 Alumni Dinner was held in early September at 
the Cathay Restaurant with a fifty  percent increase on the 
1970 numbers. Every one migrated back to my flat then to 
catch up on everyone else's news.
The next day those who had recovered, formed the 
formidable Alumni Team which fought out a thrilling 
hockey match with the present College Team. The "older 
gentlemen" battled through the wind and rain to be 2-2 at 
half-time, and only modesty forbids me telling you who 
scored that winning third goal for the Alumni in the second 
half. Some of the Alumni stars were Geoff Clyde, Dave and 
Rob Baguley, Liew "A h " Choy, "D ribb ler" Hendle and 
Steve Atkinson, (No Steve, you hold the stick at the other 
end!).
That night the Alumni and College teams debated "That 
Women should be Placed on a Pedestal" which finished as a 
draw. A return debate should be held in early 1972,
Financially, we have about $450 from our 47 members. 
We are always eager to receive more members, so please 
drop the word if you meet any of your Old International 
friends.
The 1971 Annual General Meeting w ill be held at 
International House after dinner on Tuesday, 19th October.
John Boyd.
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MEMBERSHIP LIST—SEPTEMBER, 1971 iI
Don A lla n , 20 Genoa S tree t, Surfe rs ' Paradise, Q.
Trevo r A llingham , P.O. Box 101, P o rt Moresby, Papua.
Steve A tk inson , 3 /2 2  H enry S tree t, Ascot, Q.
Dave Baguley, 4 /7 4  H ighland Terrace, S t. Lucia.
Kerrie Barker (Nee Matheson) 2 /5 5  Douglas S tree t, S t. Lucia.
Ray B e ilby, Tynedale A partm en ts, 5 /3 5  The Esplanade, St. Lucia. 
A lla n  B la ik ie , 3 /2 0  Sisley S treet, St. Lucia.
R obe rt Blazey, H ote l A c ton , A c to n . Canberra.
Phil B lock, 58 F leetw ood Road, N ew ing ton , Conn. 06111 U.S.A. 
John Boyd, 1 /19 Park Road, M ilto n , Q.
J im  Brooks, C /-W ide  Bay Regional E le c tr ic ity  Board, P.O. Box 163, 
M a ryborough, 4650.
S ub-L ieu tenan t Ross Canning-Ure, R oyal Navy, C/- W ardroom  
H.M.S. D iam ond B.F.P.O. (Ships), London , U .K .
Anne C ostin, C /-S ta te  High S chool, N o rth  R ockham pton.
Doug Craigie, 32 W yndham  S tree t, Herston, Brisbane.
Ivo r C ribb , W arden, In te rna tiona l House, S t. Lucia.
D ick Danzali, 12 Macquarie S tree t, Boonah, Q.
Graham Davidson, 60 Channon S treet, G ym pie.
T ran-M inh  Due, 185/4  Pham Ngu Lao S t., Saigon, South V ie tnam . 
John Eakins, "W ild a c re ", M oorland , B ridgewater, Somerset 
England.
Ho Hon F a tt, 109A  Prince P h ilip  Ave., Singapore 3.
B ill Heatley, Associate to  the  Hon. S ir H arry Gibbs, High C ourt o f 
A ustra lia , T a y lo r Square, D arlinghurst, Sydney, 2010.
Ray Hendle, 386  O xley Ave., R edc liffe .
D ick H inde, P.O. Box 21, Gove, N .T . 5797.
James Hirsch, C/- Ta ra t Farm In s titu te , 34% m ile  Kuching/Serian 
Road, Kuching, Sarawak East Malaysia.
M alco lm  H unter, P.O. Box 348, CA D .A .S .F . Buleia via Lae, 
T.P.N .G .
Hugo Jackson, 279 In d o o ro o p illy  Road, In d o o ro o p illy , 4068.
T o n io  Kawazoe, CA N ationa l D ie t L ib ra ry , Nagata-cho, Chiyoda-I u 
T o k y o , Japan.
Brenda Keefe (Nee W allace), 31 St. O syth S tree t, Toow ong, 40  6. 
Dr. Ian Keys, 34 Patrick S tree t, Dalby.
Dr. R. Kum ar, Zoo logy D epartm ent, U n ivers ity  o f Ghana, Leg< n, 
Accra, Ghana.
L iew  A h  Choy, U nion College, Upland Road, S t. Lucia.
H ilda  Loh, 39 A  St. M ichaels' Road, S ingapore 12.
Maung U. Shive Tun, Room  2 F y tch  F la t, F y tch  Road, Sanchau ig( 
Rangoon, Burma.
E lizabeth Perkins, James Cook U n ivers ity  o f N o rth  Q ld „  Townsvi ie, 
Beryl Prentice, 15 Ze tland S treet, M t. G ravatt.
K im  Price, N o rth  Isis, Childers, Q.
John Richards, 70 W ilpena S treet, Eden H ills , Adelaide, 5050.
Kevin Que N oy, P.O. Box 65, D arw in , N .T . 5794.
S u m itro  Roestam, A .F .T .N . P roject, CA A ustra lian  Embassy, D ij|( 
M .H . T h o m rin  15, D jakarta, Indonesia.
M e rilyn  Rossiter, 28 High S tree t, S o u th p o rt, Q.
Je ff Spender, C row n Law  O ffice , Queen S tree t, Brisbane.
D r. John Teh, P.O. Box 389, Rabaul, New B ritian , T.P.N.G.
G eo ff U nderw ood, Church o f England G ram m ar School, East 
Brisbane.
D r. John V incen t, CA Box 32, Ipsw ich, Q.
Jean W arby, "C o o m rith " , Meandarra, Q.
Phil Waugh, 344 High S treet, Echuca, V ic . 3625.
Jan W h itchu rch , 18 Gardenvale S tree t, H o lland  Park, Brisbane, Q 
Rod W ilson, 43 Percy S tree t, M itcham , N.S.W. 3132. ■ ■ ■
GENUINE AUSTRALIAN GIFTS AND SOUVENIRS
"ARUNGA"
★  KOALA BEAKS & KANGAROOS
★  ABORIGINAL BOOMERANGS, ETC.
★  KANGAROO FDR MATS & RUGS
★  FUR MOCCASINS, COATS, PURSES, 
HANDBAGS & BOOTS
★  OVER 350 IDEAS
★  MEMBERS OF DINERS CLUB AND 
AMERICAN EXPRESS
★  GOODS SENT ALL OVER WORLD
“ ARUNGA”  
Phone 21 0982
M .L.C . B u ild in g
197 ADELAIDE STREET, CITY
(Opposite Queensland Government 
Tourist Bureau)
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B A C K : Keong, Alex Sy, Bill Tranter, Bob McDonald, David Moore, Claudia Underwood.
F R O N T: Graeme Baguley, Cathy Heath, Rasma Lee.
A B S E N T: Noel Renouf.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
THE EDITORIAL COMMITTEE WISHES TO T H A N K :-
Leong. K.Y. fo r photograpic CONTRIBUTIONS; Mrs. I Cribb, and Mr. P. M. Kedit for judging competition articles; Mr. 
Bert Martin, Mr. & Mrs. I. Cribb, and Mr. J. Chuma for donation of prizes; Misses D. Miller and F. Rouse for submission of 
coyer designs; C. Hogan and J. Rich fo r art work contributions; Jan Roberts fo r typing assistance; the Queensland Bookshop 
for page donation; and
CATHAY, Licensed Restaurant 
GEORGE'S Camera Store 
"AR U N G A" Gifts and Souvenirs 
THE VILLAGE BOUTIQUE 
NATIONWIDE FOODSERVICE 
BILL & SAMS FISH SHOP 
M. J. TI LLEY, Chemist 
CHADWICKS BOOK & GIFT SHOP
VARSITY M ILK BAR and Coffee Lounge
BOB BROWNING'S Food Market
DAVID'S RESTAURANT
St. LUCIA NEWS
CAMPUS PHARMACY
PETER SHEARER INTERNATIONAL
JOLIE FLEUR Florist
For contribution of advertisments thus making possible this edition of Kanyana.
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INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
__* ' *°f«rounnD
BRISBANE, 1971
B A C K  R O W :  R .  G r o s s  ( G e r m a n y ) ;  V .  T .  L u c  ( V i e t - n a m )  ; P.  K e l l o n d - K n i g h t  ( A u s t . )  ; J.  B u c h a n a n  ( A u s t . )  ; R .  L y o n  ( A u s t . );  R .  M i n c h i n  ( A u s t . )  : J.  B u r g e s s  ( A u s t . )  ; J.  H e a t l e y  
( A u s t . ) ;  E .  U n d e r w o o d  ( A u s t . ) ;  S .  L o n g  ( A u s t . ) ;  S .  V e d e l a g o  ( A u s t . ) ;  R .  M u c h o w  ( A u s t . ) ;  S .  W a i s a v u  ( F i j i ) ;  M .  F r e d e r i c k s  ( A u s t . ) ;  G .  L e o n g  ( A u s t . ) ;  M .  W e r e ,  B . S c .  A g r .  
( K e n y a ) ;  R .  F o o  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  A .  E d w a r d s  ( A u s t . ) ;  C .  L o b e g e i e r  ( A u s t . ) ;  S .  H e a t l e y  ( A u s t . ) ;  V .  N g u y e n  ( V i e t - n a m ) ;  S .  L .  T e e  ( S i n g a p o r e ) ;  L .  E r i c  ( P . N . G . ) ;  S .  T .  L i m  ( M a l a y s i a ) .  
S E C O N D  R O W :  N .  R e n o u f  ( A u s t . ) ;  M .  C h u a  ( S i n g a p o r e ) ;  S .  S e e  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  F .  N o o r  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  K .  W o n g  ( F i j i ) ;  D .  M i l l e r  ( A u s t . ) ;  R .  R e d d i n g  ( A u s t . ) ;  J.  A l o i z o s  ( A u s t . ) ;  S.  
M a s o  ( P . N . G . ) ;  S .  H a w g o o d  ( A u s t . ) ;  R .  G a v e n  ( A u s t . ) ;  S .  J e n n e r w e i n  ( G e r m a n y ) ;  V .  T u i c o l o  ( F i j i ) ;  Ö. D a r v a l l  ( A u s t . ) ;  A .  P a r k i n s o n  ( A u s t . ) ;  G .  L a n e  ( A u s t . ) ;  J. W i l l s  ( A u s t . ) ;
T .  V i n c e n t  ( A u s t . ) ;  P.  R u s c o e  ( A u s t . ) ;  J.  C h i u  ( H o n g  K o n g ) ;  M .  M u s t a f a  ( A u s t . ) ;  D .  O s a b u t e y  ( G h a n a ) ;  N .  M a l e k  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  C .  H o g a n  ( A u s t . ) ;  M .  Y a n g  ( M a l a y s i a ) .
T H I  R D  R O W :  J.  C h a n d l e r  ( A u s t . ) ;  R .  F r a i l  ( A u s t . ) ;  D .  M o o r e  ( A u s t . ) ;  J .  B r a i t h w a i t e  ( A u s t . ) ;  M .  J.  S c o t t  ( A u s t . ) ;  K .  W e i  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  P .  H a n g  ( V i e t - n a m ) ;  B .  H e n d e r s o n  ( A u s t . ) ;  
R .  N g  ( H o n g  K o n g ) ;  S. M c l e n n a n  ( A u s t . ) ;  A .  S y  ( P h i l i p p i n e s ) ;  K .  L e o n g  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  P .  W o n g  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  J.  I s a a c ,  B . S c .  ( A u s t . ) ;  A .  C o r n e l i u s  ( S i n g a p o r e ) ;  W .  O n g  ( M a l a y s i a ) ,  J. 
F r e i b e r g  ( A u s t . ) ;  S .  F e r g u s o n  ( A u s t . ) ;  E .  M o o r e  ( A u s t . ) ;  W .  V a u g h a n  ( A u s t . ) ;  A .  C a m e r o n  ( A u s t . ) ;  M .  T a n g  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  M .  C h u l a n  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  S a n t o s a  ( I n d o n e s i a ) ;  W .  T r a n t e r  
( A u s t . ) .
F O U R T H  R O W :  G .  W i g h t  ( A u s t . ) ;  T .  M y  ( V i e t - n a m ) ;  J .  P e t t y  ( A u s t . ) ;  M .  M a n s o n  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  R .  L e e  ( A u s t . ) ;  H .  U n d e r w o o d  ( A u s t . ) ;  P.  B u a k  ( P . N . G . ) ;  S .  S o e m a r d j o  
( I n d o n e s i a ) ;  M a l i p a t i l ,  M . S c .  ( A g r . )  ( I n d i a ) ;  N .  C h e n g ,  B . V . M .  ( H o n g  K o n g ) ;  P .  B a r l o w  ( A u s t . ) ;  P .  M c G r a t h  ( A u s t . ) ;  D .  L e e  ( H o n g  K o n g ) ;  R .  W o n g  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  Y .  L i  ( H o n g  
K o n g ) ;  W .  W .  W a n g  B . S c .  ( H o n g  K o n g ) ;  B .  M a n s e r  ( A u s t . ) ;  T .  K a n g  ( K o r e a ) ;  L .  M c G r e g o r  ( A u s t . ) ;  J.  C u r n o w  ( A u s t . ) ;  T .  T h u y  ( V i e t - n a m ) ;  C .  H e a t h  ( A u s t . ) ;  F .  E d w a r d s  
( P . N . G . ) ;  A .  S h a r i f f  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  H .  H .  Y e a p  ( M a l a y s i a ) .
S E A T E D :  I . C a r r u t h e r s  ( A u s t . ) ;  D .  S t a p l e s  ( A u s t . ) ;  G .  R e d d i n g  ( A u s t . ) ;  P .  R o y l a n c e  ( H o n g  K o n g ) ; W .  C h a n  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  G .  S t r u t t o n  B . S c .  ( A u s t . ) ;  H .  S p r e a d b o r o u g h  ( A u s t . ) ;  
M .  M a u n g  M . S c .  ( B u r m a ) ;  J .  C h u r c h  ( A u s t . ) ;  G .  V i n n i n g  B . E c o n .  ( A u s t . ) ;  P .  K e d i t  B . A .  ( H o n . ) ,  D i p . J o u r .  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  R .  W e b e r  B . C o m m .  ( A u s t . ) ;  Z .  R a h m a n i  M . S c .  ( P a k i s t a n ) ;  
I .  M .  B . C r i b b  B . A . , B . E d . , M . A . C . E .  ( W a r d e n ) ;  C .  S l o a n e  M . A .  ( A u s t . ) ;  I .  Y o  B . A .  ( A u s t . ) ;  N .  D u c  B . E .  ( H o n s . )  ( V i e t - n a m ) ;  A .  K e l l o n d - K n l g h t  B . C o m m . ,  D i p . P s y c h .  ( A u s t . ) ;  J.  
C h u m a  ( T a n z a n i a ) ;  J. R i c k e t t s ,  B . E c o n s .  ( A u s t . ) ;  D .  F o w l e r  B . C o m m .  ( A u s t . ) ;  S .  T h w i n  B . S c .  ( B u r m a ) ;  G .  S e e t o  B . S c .  ( P . N . G . ) ;  T .  S o o  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  K .  J o h a n  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  L .  
C r u i c k s h a n k .
S I X T H  R O W :  P. S h a w  ( A u s t . ) ;  K .  R o u s e  ( A u s t . ) ;  D .  N a i r  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  K .  W a t a n g i a  ( P . N . G . ) ;  J .  C a m e r o n  ( A u s t . ) ;  G .  B a g u l e y  ( A u s t . ) ;  R .  M c D o n a l d  ( A u s t . ) ;  C .  S a v a g e  ( A u s t . ) .  
A B S E N T :  A .  W a l k d e n - B r o w n  ( F i j i ) ;  R .  M c l l w a i n  ( A u s t , ) ;  W i n n i e  K i a p  ( P . N . G . ) ;  V .  D e v i  ( A u s t . ) ;  Y .  W i n t e r - I r v i n g  ( A u s t . ) ;  C .  S a w y e r  ( A u s t . ) ;  A .  H a w g o o d  ( A u s t . ) ;  C .  
U n d e r w o o d  ( A u s t . ) ;  D .  L o e k e n  ( A u s t . ) ;  P.  C a r d i n  ( N o u m e a ) ;  B. W i c k e p a  ( P . N . G . ) ;  A .  L a u  ( H o n g  K o n g ) ;  D .  W a l k d e n - B r o w n  ( F i j i ) ; K .  R e t n a m  B . A . ( C e y l o n ) ;  T .  C a r l y o n  ( A u s t . ) ;
F .  S h a o  B . S c .  ( T a n z a n i a ) ;  S .  C .  M g  ( M a l a y s i a ) ;  E .  D r a d u  B .S c .  ( U g a n d a ) ;  C. C l a r k s o n  ( A u s t . ) .
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A lo iz o s , J o h n :  9 9  S h a m r o c k  S tr e e t,  Blackaf l ,  Q ld .  (M e d ic in e ) .  
Saguley ,  G r a e m e :  3  La  Scala C o u r t ,  Isle o f  Capr i ,  Sur fe rs  Paradise,  
G o ld  Coast,  Q ld .  (Soc ia l  W o r k ) .
B a r low ,  Ph i l:  8 8  N i n t h  A v e n u e ,  R a i lw a y  Esta te ,  To w n s v i l l e ,  Qld.  
( V e t .  Sc ience).
B ra i th w a i te ,  J o h n :  16  K e nda ll  S tr e e t,  Eas t Ip sw ic h ,  Qld.
(P sychofo gy).
Bu ak ,  Peter:  T r a in in g  S e c t io n ,  P ub l ic  Serv ice  B o a rd ,  K o n e d o b u ,  
T . P . N . G .  (A rts ) .
Buc ha nan ,  Jane t:  M t .  Isa M ine s,  L td . ,  M t .  Isa, Q ld .  (Soc ia l  W o r k ) .  
B uckbee ,  A v a :  3 1 8  Brisbane  Corso ,  V ero n g a ,  Q ld .  (E c o n o m ic s ) .  
Burgess, Joan : 6 7 1 5  M a r t y ,  O ve r lan d  Park ,  Kansas, 6 6 2 0 4 ,  U . S .A .  
(Phy sical  E d u c a t io n )
C a m e r o n ,  A n n e :  B o x  4 2 ,  J a n d o w ie ,  Q ld .  (S c ienc e) .
C a m e r o n ,  J o h n :  B o x  4 2 ,  J a n d o w ie ,  Q ld .  (Sc ienc e)
C a r ly o n ,  T re vo r :  2 2  B u rga ndy  R o a d ,  Donc e ste r ,  V i c .  (S c ience) .  
Carruth ers ,  Ian : 2 4  A l l a m b i e  R o a d ,  Castle  Co ve ,  N . S .W .  (M e d ic in e ) .  
C h a n ,  W i l l i a m :  P .O .  B o x  3 0 6 ,  K o t a  K in a b a lu ,  S abah ,  Ma lys ia .  
(M e d ic in e ) .
Cha nd le r ,  J ohn : " N o r t h  D e l t a "  Barca ld ine ,  Q ld .  (E c o n o m ic s ) .
Cheng , N o r m a n :  2 8  Kai M in g  S t re e t ,  5 th  F lo o r ,  K o w l o o n ,  H ong  
Kong .  ( V e t .  Sc ience ).
C h iu ,  J o h n :  4  M t .  Davies R o a d ,  F la t  B, 3 r d  F l o o r ,  H o n g  Ko ng.  
(Science, c o m p u t i n g ) .
Chr is te nsen, L l y o d :  21 B e lgam ba  S t re e t ,  L o ta ,  Q ld .  (S c ience) .
C h u a ,  M a rga re t:  51 H y t h e  R o a d ,  S in gapore  1 9 .  ( P h y s io th e r a p y ) .  
C h u m a ,  Joseph: P .O .  Box  8 3 7  Dar-E s-Sa laam ,  T a n z a n ia .  ( A r t s / L a w ) .  
C h u r c h ,  J o h n :  7 5  C h a n n o n  S t re e t ,  G y m p i e ,  Q ld .  (S c ience) .
C la rks on ,  C h r is to p h e r :  3 2  G i lb e r t  R o a d ,  W inds or ,  Q ld ,  (E n g i n e e r ­
ing).
C ly d e ,  G e o f f r e y :  1 2  W a rren  S t re e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (E c o n o m ic s ) .  
Co rne l iu s ,  A d r i a n :  6  Jalan S e m e r b a h ,  S in gapore  1 2 .  (E n g in e er in g ) .  
C r u ic k s h a n k ,  Les: 8 o r  9  F u l h a m  Roa d ,  G ul l i ver ,  T o w n s v i l l e ,  Qld.  
(E c o n o m ic s ) .
C u r n o w ,  J e n n y :  12  W a ra ba  Crescent ,  B o ona h ,  Qld.  (A r ts ) .
Darva ll ,  B u r n e t t :  1 2  M a c q u a r ie  S tr e e t,  B o o n a h ,  Q ld .  ( G e o lo g y ) .
Devi ,  V asandra: 10  R oa d  1 1 / 8 E ,  P et al ing Jay a,  Se la ngor ,  Ma lays ia .  
( V e t .  Science).
D r a d u ,  E n o c h :  P .O .  Box  2 4 ,  E n te b b e ,  Uganda ,  Eas t A f r ic a  (Ag.  
S cience).
Due ,  N g u y e n  Q uan g: 1 9 6  C ong  Q u y n h  S t re e t ,  S a igon , S th .  V i e t n a m .  
(E ng ine er ing ).
Edw ards ,  A n n e :  41 H igh  S t re e t ,  Bunda be rg ,  Q ld .  (A rts ) .
Edw ards ,  F a ye :  6 4  Ju lie t S t re e t ,  M a c k a y ,  Q ld .  o r  P .O .  B o x  1 7 9 1 ,  
B o r o k o ,  T . P . N . G .  (E d u c a t io n ) .
Eric ,  Leah: T h o m a s  E r ic ,  D . A . S . F . ,  Esa 'A la  M i l n e  B ay,  T . P . N . G .  
(Social  W o r k ) .
Fe rguson , S a l ly :  1 7  C u r z o n  S t re e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q | d .  ( P h y s io ­
th e r a p y ) .
Fo o ,  R o b e r t :  4 9 5  Jalan 1 7 / 1 7 ;  P et al ing Jaya; M a lays ia .  ( E n g in e e r ­
ing).
F o w le r ,  D av id : 1 4 A  Br idge S t re e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (C o m m e r c e /  
E ngineer ing).
Fr a i l ,  R o d n e y :  3 2 8 1  G o ld  Coast H i g h w a y ,  Sur fe rs  Paradise, G o ld  
Coast,  Q ld .  ( A r t s / L a w ) .
Fre iberg , J i l l :  H u n t e r  S t re e t ,  B o o n a h ,  Q ld .  (A r ts ) ,
F r ied e r ick ,  M ichae l :  3 0 6  P e n n a n t  Hi l ls  Roa d ,  P e n n a n t  Hi l ls,  N .S .W .  
(S c ienc e) .
G aven,  R ic hard :  3 1 8 2  G o ld  Co ast H i g h w a y ,  Sur fe rs  Paradise, G o ld  
Coast,  Q ld .  (L a w ) .
Gross, R o l f :  7 9 9  F r ied r icashafe v .  Ha se lw ig  19  W. G e r m a n y .  
(E n g in e er in g ) .
Haines, Caro l :  2 4 5  B o u r b o n g  S tr e e t,  B undaberg ,  Q ld .  (P hy s io ­
th e r a p y ) .
Ha ng,  P h a m  T h i  T h u :  2 8  H o a - L u ,  N ha t ra n g ,  S th .  V ie tn a m .  
(E n g in e er in g ) .
H a w g o o d ,  A n n :  M a rg a te  Parade, M a rg a te ,  Q l d .  ( P h a r m a c y ) .
H a w g o o d ,  S am ue l  : M a rga te  Parade , Ma rga te ,  Q ld .  (M e d ic in e ) .
H e a th ,  Ca the r ine :  17  S t r u a n  Cres.,  G y m p i e ,  Q ld .  (M e d ic in e ) .
H e a t ley ,  J enn i fe r :  1 5  W incheste r  S t re e t ,  S o u t h p o r t ,  G o ld  Coast,  
Q ld .  (E c o n o m ic s ) .
H e a t le y ,  Sandra : 1 5  W inc he ste r  S t re e t ,  S o u t h p o r t ,  G o ld  Coast,  Qld.  
(S c ienc e) .
H e n de rson ,  Ba rbara: 1 5  G e o f f r e y  S t r e e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (A r ts ) .  
H oga n ,  C h r is to p h e r :  " H e a t h e r  S t a t i o n " ,  Bo l lo n ,  Q ld .  (A r ts ) .
H o lo ,  W in i  ( f o r m e r l y  K ia p ) :  Ba lw a n  Island,  L o re ngau ,  T . P . N . G .  
(Socia l  W o r k ) .
Isaac, John: 8 9  T r a n m e r e  R o a d ,  H o w r a h ,  T a s m a n ia .  (E n g in e er in g ) .  
J en n e rw e in ,  S y lv ie : 5 9  Ludw ig -B e nde r -S tr a ss e ,  M u e l h e i m  A n  De r  
R h u r ,  West G e r m a n y .  (A r ts ) .
Johan,  K h a i r r u d in :  1 8  R oa d  1 6 / 2  Peta l ing  Jay a,  Se la ngor ,  Malays ia .  
(A rc h i te c t u r e ) .
K e d i t ,  Peter:  6 2  L in ta ng  P ark ,  Ku c h in g ,  S ara w ak ,  M a lays ia .  (A r ts )  
K e l lo n d -K n i g h t ,  A n t h o n y :  2 3  P o inc iana  Blvd.,  B roa dbe ac h ,  G o ld  
C o a s t * Q ld ,  ( A r t s /  A c c o u n t a n c y ) .
K e l lo n d -K n ig h t ,  P h il l ip : 2 3  Po inciana  Blvd.,  B r o a d b e a c h ,  G o ld
Coast,  Q ld .  ( C o m m e r c e / L a w ) .
Lane,  G re g o ry :  2 7  Rueben S treet,  S ta f fo r d ,  Brisbane, Q ld .  (L a w ) .  
Lau, A n t h o n y :  8 4 A  Hing  F a t  S treet,  1 0 t h  F lo o r ,  H o n g  Kong.  
(M e d ic in e ) .
Lee, Da vid : 70  Ba l tr ay  Crescent,  D onm iUs ,  O n ta r io ,  Cana da .
(M e d ic in e ) .
Lee, Ra sm a: 75  Bruce  H i g h w a y ,  E d m o n t o n ,  Q ld .  (S c ienc e) .
Le ong, Ke ng  Y u e n :  M / S  P ay ne  Davies &  C o . ,  1 H a le  S t r e e t ,  I poh ,  
Pera k ,  M a lays ia .  (E ng ine er ing ) .
Leong ,  Grace: 3 3  F i n d l a t te r  S t re e t ,  O o n o o n b a ,  T o w n s v i l l e ,  Q ld .  
(S c ience) .
L i ,  Y a u  Pang: 2 7 3  L a ic h ik o k  R o a d ,  1st F lo o r ,  K o w l o o n ,  H o n g  
Kong .  (M e d ic in e ) .
L i m ,  S io k  T i a n :  21 Jalan C h e m p e d a ic ,  S in gapore  2 0 .  (P h y s i o ­
th e r a p y ) .
L i tc h f ie ld ,  Pat r ic ia : T o o l o n g  S ta t i o n ,  A u g a th e l la  Q ld .  (D ip .
E d u c a t i o n ) .
Lobege ie r ,  C a r o ly n :  "S a n g a ra "  C o o m in g la h ,  V i a  M o n t o ,  Qld.
(A r t s ) .
Lo e k e n ,  D a g m a r :  P .O .  C a b o o l tu r e ,  Q ld .  (A r ts ) .
L ong ,  S te fa n :  2 6  V a l le y  S tr e e t,  N o r t h  M a c k a y ,  Q ld .  (E n g in e er in g ) .  
L u c ,  V .  T . :  3 6 / 2 5 5 / 3  Cach  M ang,  S a igon,  S th .  V ie t n a m .
(E n g in e er in g ) .
L y o n ,  R u t h :  4 5  Pr ince  S treet,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (P h y s io th e r a p y ) .  
M a le k ,  N o r h a y a t i :  R o y a l  C us tom s  &  Exc ise  O f f ic e ,  J o h o re  B a hru ,  
M a lay s ia .  (D e n t is t r y ) .
M a l ip a t i l ,  M a l l i h a y u n :  P .O .  K e bba l  (B ) S h o r a p r u ,  G u lb arg a  D is t,  
M is o r i ,  In d ia .  ( E n t o m o l g y ) .
M anser ,  B ruc e:  1 6 9 t h  S tr e e t,  S th . ,  T o w n s v i l l e ,  Q l d .  (E n g in e e r in g ) .  
M a ns or ,  M a h a n i :  A 4 7 6  Jalan D a to  M a h m u d ,  K u a n t a n ,  Pahang,  
Malays ia .  (S cience) .
M a n t le ,  G o d f r e y :  P .O .  1 2 0  Bi loela ,  Q ld .  (A r ts ) .
M a r t i n ,  G lenda :  2 7  V ic to r i a  S tr e e t,  W a r w ic k ,  Q ld .  (A r ts ) .
Maso,  Sar i:  P .O .  B o x  1 2 0  Badil i ,  P o r t  M o r e s b y ,  T . P . N . G .
(E n g in e er in g ) .
M a u n g ,  M o l l y :  3 6  C S ta te  H igh  S choo l  Lane  Inse in , (R a n g o o n )  
B u r m a .  (P aras i to logy) .
M c C a r t h y ,  J o h n :  F la t  1 0 ,  7 5  S ir  F red  S c hon e l l  D r ive ,  S t .  Luc ia  
(Social  W o r k ) .
M c D o n a l d ,  R o b e r t :  8 0 A  M a rga re t  S t re e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Qld.
(E n g in e e r in g ) .
M c G r a t h ,  Ph i l l ip : A r a tu la  V ia  Ip sw ic h ,  Q ld .  (E n g in e er in g ) .
M c G r e g o r ,  Le x ie :  6 C u r z o n  S t re e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (A rts ) .  
M c l lw a i n ,  R o b i n :  6 8  A m a l f i  D r iv e ,  Isle of Capr i ,  G o ld  Co ast Q ld .  
(A r ts ) .
M c L e n n a n ,  S tu a r t :  S h a rp e  S t re e t ,  C r o w s  Ne st ,  Q ld .  ( A g r ic u l t u r e ) .  
M i l le r ,  D e b o r a h :  M i l l e r  S t re e t ,  W a r w ic k ,  Q ld .  (A rc h i te c t u r e ) .  
M i n c h i n ,  R o b e r t :  9 7  C u r z o n  S t re e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (E n g i n e e r ­
ing).
M o h s in ,  U n ghu  C h u la n ;  3  Jalan Sab ar ,  L a r h in  G a r d e n ,  J ohore  
B a h ru ,  J o h o re ,  Ma lays ia .  ( V e t .  Sc ience ).
M o o r e ,  D avid : " T h e  P eaks" , P .O .  B o x  8 5  M i tc h e l l ,  Q ld .  
(E n g in e er in g ) .
M o o r e ,  E l i z a b e th :  4 6  G lene lg  S t re e t ,  Appl ecross ,  W . A .  ( V e t .  
S cience ).
M u c h o w ,  Russell: R e x ’s R o a d ,  A l l o w a y ,  Bunda be rg ,  Q ld .
(A g r ic u l tu r e ) .
M us ta fa ,  M e j r e m :  R o y a l  H o t e l ,  M e a ndar ra ,  Q ld .  ( E c o n o m ic s ) .
M y ,  D .  T . :  H o c  M o n  Gia D i n h ,  S a igon,  S th .  V i e t n a m .  (E ng ine er ing ).  
M y i n t  M y i n t  S an : 2 5  S hang one  S t re e t ,  D a i n g u r u m  K w in g ,  B u rm a .  
( B o t o n y  ).
Na ir ,  Devadas:  2 2  L o ro n g  Istana , Klang,  Malays ia .  (M e d i c in e ) .
Ng. R o b e r t :  1 3 0  Bridge S treet,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (M e d i c in e ) .
Ng, Seng C h in :  2 7 - E  Jalan R aya  Barat ,  K la ng , Se la ngor ,  Malays ia .  
(M e d ic in e ) .
N o o r ,  Fahr id a: 2 8 1 9  F re em a n  S t re e t ,  Kua la  L u m p u r ,  Malays ia .  
( V e t .  S cience ).
O l o w o k e r e ,  Joeseph: Ig b e m o —E k i t i ,  N iger ia .  ( T r o p .  A g r ic u l t u r e ) .  
Ong,  W ha i  K e at :  8 4  Jalan Raia East,  Klang,  S e langor ,  Malays ia .
(D e n t is t r y ) .
O s a b u te y ,  D o r o t h y :  M i n  o f E d u c a t io n  Box  2 8 ,  A d a  F oa h ,  G han a .  
( D e n t is t r y ) .
P ark inson,  A la n :  1 M u r r u m b a  R o a d ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  ( V e t .  
S cience).
P e t ty ,  Jane: 2 5  S econd A v e n u e ,  Broa dbe ac h ,  G o ld  Co ast Q ld .  
(Social  W o r k )
Q u a h ,  E d w a r d :  8 4 - A  W al l ic h  S tr e e t,  S in gapore  2 .  (E n g in e e r in g ) .  
R a h m a n i ,  Z a k i r :  2 -E  3 / 1  N a z i m a b a d ,  K a rch i ,  Pak is tan .  (Physics) .  
R e dding ,  G r a h a m :  4  K n o x  S tr e e t,  D a lb y ,  Q ld .  (E n g in e er in g ) .
R e dding ,  R h o n d a :  4  K n o x  S treet,  D a ib y ,  Q ld .  (Occ.  T h e r a p y ) .  
R e n o u f ,  Noe l :  P .O . Box  2 4 2  N a m b o u r ,  Q ld .  ( A r t s / L a w ) .
R e tn a m ,  K a n tha :  " A v a l o n "  C o r n e r  Roa d ,  Ba tt ic a loa  C e y lo n
(A rts ) .
R ic k e t ts ,  J o n a th a n :  1 1 9  T h e  Esplanade,  S t.  Luc ia ,  Q ld .
( C o m p u t i n g ) .
Rouse, K i m b a l :  2 1 0  Herr ies  S tr e e t,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (E n g in e er ­
ing).
R o y la n c e ,  P a t r ic k :  1 2  Br ia r  A v en u e ,  H a p p y  V a l l e y ,  H o n g  Kong .  
( L a w ) .
Rus coe , Peter:  Box  171 K in g a r o y ,  Q ld .  (M e d ic in e ) .
Santosa:  D j i  D jendra l S o e to jo ,  6g 5/v-6Q P u rw o k e r to ,  Dja-Tang,  
In d o n e s ia .  ( A g r ic u l tu r e ) .
Savage, C live : 5 6  La in gan  S t re e t ,  W o n d a l l  R o c k h a m p t o n ,  Q ld .  
(Socia l  W o r k ) .
S a w y e r ,  C a r o l in e :  10  L y n c h  S t re e t ,  M a lan d a ,  Q ld .  (Social
W o r k ) .
S c o t t ,  M a r y -J a n e :  " M i r a " ,  C o m e t ,  Q ld . (A g r ic u l tu r e ) .
See, S ie w :  4 0 4  Jalan T u a n k u  A b d u l  R h a n a n ,  Kua la  L u m p u r ,  
M alays ia .  (A g .  Sc ience ).
S ee to ,  G e r a r d :  P .O .  B o x  2 0 6 1  K o n e d o b u ,  T . P . N . G .  (E c o n o m ic s ) .  
S h a r i f f ,  A i d i d :  0 College R o a d ,  T . G .  M a l in ,  P erak ,  Malaysia .  
( E c o n o m ic s ) .
S hao ,  F r a n k :  B o x  8 4 4  M o s h i ,  T a n z a n i a ,  A f r i c a  ( B o t a n y ) .
S h a w ,  Peter:  2 9  M a r k w e l l  S t re e t ,  K i n g a r o y ,  Q ld .  (M e d ic in e ) .
S lo ane ,  Ceci l ie:  5 7 3  O l d  C leve land  Roa d ,  C a m p  Hi l l ,  Brisbane, Qid.  
(E ng l ish ) .
S o e m a r d j o :  D j i  M e n u r  7  K e b u m e n ,  D ja -T e n g ,  Indo nesia .  (A gr ic u l -  
tu  re).
S oo ,  T h o m a s :  2 4 9  C i rc u la r  Road ,  K u a la  L u m p u r ,  Ma lays ia.
( D e n t is t r y ) .
S p r e a d b o r o u g h ,  H e len :  1 3 4  N o b b o  S t re e t ,  N o r t h  R o c k h a m p t o n ,  
Q ld .  (A r t s /S o c ia l  W o r k ) .
Sta ples , D a v id :  1 3  V is ta av  C l o n t a r f ,  N . S .W .  (D e n t is t r y ) .
S t r u t t o n ,  G e o f f r e y :  1 4 0  M a r t i n  S tr e e t,  Cairns, Q ld .  (M e d ic in e ) .
S w e  T h w i n :  1 2  S ta t i o n  R o a d ,  T h a m a i n g ,  R a n g o o n ,  B u rm a .  (M ar ine  
B io lo g y ) .
S y ,  A l e x a n d e r :  5 3 7  B-2 S an to l  S tr e e t,  St.  Mesa,  M a n i la ,  Phi l ippine s.  
(E n g in e e r in g ) .
T a ng ,  M ic h a e l :  4 7 B  Jalan T a m p o i ,  J o h o r e  B a h r u ,  J o h o re ,  Malays ia .  
(E n g in e e r in g ) .
T a v a r e z ,  J uan :  Av e  S an ta  Rosa, 9 0 — L a r o m a n a ,  D o m in ic a n
R e p u b l ic .  (Mas . Q u a l i f y in g ) .
Te e ,  S o o k  Le ng: 19  Jin .  D e l im a ,  K . L . ,  Ma lays ia  (M u s ic ) .
T h u y ,  L a m  T h a n h :  M a j  L a m  T h a n h  O n .  K B C 4 1 2 0  S th .  V ie t n a m .  
(E n g in e e r in g ) .
T r a n te r ,  W i l l i a m :  " R e n a r l i  V a l l e y " ,  M i l laa  M i l laa ,  Q ld .  ( V e t .
S c ie n c e ) .
T u c k w e l l ,  Susan:  1 2  Beres fo rd  Te r r a c e ,  C o o r p o o r o o ,  Brisbane, Q ld .  
( D i p .  E d u c a t i o n ) .
T u i c o l o ,  V ilase r i:  O . E .  O f f ic e  W a lu  B ay,  S uva ,  F i j i .  (M e d ic in e ) .  
U n d e r w o o d ,  C la ud ia :  7 M o o r i n a  S tr e e t,  M u n d in g b u r r a ,  T o w n s v i l le ,  
Q ld .  (A g r ic u l tu r e ) .
U n d e r w o o d ,  H e len :  4 3  H u n t e r  S tr e e t,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .  (P hy s io ­
t h e r a p y ) .
U n d e r w o o d ,  E l i z a b e th :  4 3  H u n t e r  S t re e t ,  T o o w o o m b a ,  Q ld .
(P h y s i o th e r a p y ) .
V a u g h a n ,  W e n d y :  2 9  H o w i t t  S t re e t ,  N o r t h  W a rd ,  T o w n s v i l l e ,  Q ld .  
(O c c.  T h e r a p y ) ,
V e le la go ,  Ste ve : 2 9  " S u g a r l o a f "  S ta n th o r p e ,  Q ld .  (E ng ine er ing ) .  
V ie n ,  N g u y e n :  3 2  M  Cu X a  P h u  La m  A ,  S a igon , S th .  V ie tn a m .  
( E c o n o m ic s ) .
V i n c e n t ,  T re vo r :  2  C o u r t  S t re e t ,  Ipsw ich ,  Q ld .  (M e d i c in e ) .
V in n in g ,  G r a n t :  D e p t . ,  Posts &  T e le g r a p h ,  Lae, T . P . N . G .
(E c o n o m ic s ) .
Wa isavu,  S e ta r e k i :  R a h i r r a k i ,  R A ,  F i j i  Islands. (M e d ic in e ) .
W a ta ng ia ,  Kepas: R . A . I . M .  U n i te d  C h u r c h  c / — T a p i p ip i  H e a l th  
C e ntre ,  R a ba u l,  T . P . N . G .  (A rts ) .
W e be r ,  R o n :  c / — S c h o o l  H ouse ,  W o o m b y e ,  Q u ee ns land .  (C o m -  
m e r c e / l n f o r m a t i o n  Processing).
Wei,  K e v in :  1 Pa lm  R o a d ,  S ib u ,  S a r a w a k ,  Malays ia .  (A r ts ) .
Were ,  M a t th ia s :  P o r t  V ic t o r i a  Mis s ion ,  P .O .  P o r t  V ic to r i a ,  K enya.  
(Ag.  E x t e n s io n ) .
W ic k e p a ,  Ba rnab as : c / — P H D  A n g o r a n ,  S ep ik  D is t r ic t ,  T . P . N . G .  (Ag.  
S c ience ).
W igh t ,  G r a h a m :  2 7  Crescent Dr iv e ,  N a m b o u r ,  Q ld .  (E c o n o m ic s ) .  
Wills,  J o h n :  3 5 8 6 - 8 8  M a i n  Beach Parade, M a i n  Beach, S o u t h p o r t ,  
Q ld .  (D e n t is t y ) .
Winter-1  rv ing, Y d e e t :  Y a c a m u n d r a  S ta t i o n ,  P .M .B . ,  M a c k a y ,  Qld.  
( A r t s / L a w ) .
W o n g ,  K in i :  P .O .  B o x  2 1 4  L a u t o k a ,  F i j i .  (M e d ic in e ) .
Won g ,  P a t r ic k :  P .O .  B o x  1 5 4 ,  S ib u ,  S ar a w a k ,  Malays ia .  (M ed ic in e ) .  
W o n g ,  Roger: P .O .  Box  1 5 4 ,  S ib u ,  S a r a w a k ,  M a lays ia .  (E ng ine er ing ).  
Y a n g ,  M ic h a e l :  6 V i c t o r y  A v en u e ,  5 th  F l o o r ,  K o w l o o n ,  K o n g  Kong.  
(M e d ic in e )
Y o ,  S i o k - l m :  5 4  D j  B l im b e n g ,  Pek a cor ja n ,  Indo nesia .  (Post Grad .
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